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Graduation is more than just a tassel
BY LORAIN AMBROCIO
The Prospector
When I was 15,
I took a driver’s
education class
to get my driver’s
permit–nothing
out of the
ordinary there.
Yet, my driving
instructor was anything but ordinary.
In between rants on shoes and
what snacks were best to eat, this ElPaso-loving-Brussels-sprout-eatingveteran said something in one of the
classes that I have kept going back to
during my four-and-a-half years at
UTEP.
“Graduating high school is something you’re supposed to do, but
graduating from a university or college, that’s an accomplishment,” he
said.
At first, I thought he was wrong.
Going to college should also be something that you’re supposed to do,
especially with today’s competitive
mentality among all graduates.
This mentality I’m talking about is
the one instilled implicitly from day
one of classes—if you don’t have at
least a bachelor’s degree when you
apply for a job, you won’t get it or be
as successful as your degree-bearing
colleagues.
But then I progressed in my undergraduate career and my own mentality began to shift.
Getting a full-time job at The Prospector, double majoring in psychology and journalism, joining honors
organizations, taking reading and
writing-intensive courses, getting
married and becoming pregnant in
the middle of all of it…
I’m graduating, and it feels like a
breath of fresh air.
I can see what that crazy driving
instructor of mine was talking about.
Maybe he wasn’t so crazy after all.
It truly is an accomplishment to
be graduating this semester from
UTEP—working those long nights
with my award-winning staff to produce award-winning newspapers
and magazines, those one-too-many
happy hour trips to Hope & Anchor
with Jasmine to blow off steam, staying in on weekends to catch up on
my readings for class because I was
too busy during the week fundraising
for Alpha Lambda Delta, late-night
phone calls with my then-fiancée as I
cried 1,725 miles away from El Paso,
interning in D.C., and trying to listen
to him as he told me to push forward
and everything would be okay if I just
believed in myself.
And now I do. All of those experiences had to come first before I could
learn the art of confidence and truly
believe in myself. UTEP allowed me

to engage with so many people, and
the newspaper provided me with so
many opportunities to truly evolve
into a better person.
I’m grateful for each experience
I’ve come across, and I’m especially
grateful to have consistently been
surrounded by people who believed
in the same vision as I did.
To my staff this semester: the
quirky hipster, the bohemian smoker,
the broadcasting princess, the singing
sports fanatic, the fitness guru, the
photo magician, the rapping videographer, all of the reporters, photographers, the controversial cartoonist,
the advertising staff, Vero, Isabel and
Marcie – thank you.
You’ve made my last few days at
UTEP and El Paso memorable ones.
Thank you to Kathy and David for
being my second set of parents. In
my times of doubt and fright, you
provided me clarity and reassurance.
It always felt good to share my accomplishments and worries with you
both because I knew that your insight
would make me invincible. Thank
you for always having an open ear
and tissue ready.
And a special thank you to my husband for being my scholarly trainer,
pushing me to do my best and giving me doses of brutal honesty when
I needed them, and thank you to my
family for being my cheerleaders in
all that I have done.
After graduation, I’ll be going overseas with my husband and baby-tobe, but I still have no idea what I’ll be
doing.
I’m nervous and scared, but I imagine that’s how the rest of the graduating class feels–at least partially.
The process will start over for me as
I furiously apply for foreign jobs and
rush to learn a language I barely understand now.
But one thing will never leave me–
the memories from The Prospector
and all of the experiences that came
from working there.
They will fuel my motivation to
continue being the best I can be and
accomplish the goals I set for myself
every day.
The clock has struck, the chimes are
half a year overdue and a new horizon
awaits me beyond the blue vastness.
Good luck to the next batch of editors and future staff members of the
paper. Be humble and don’t forget
where you come from. We all have to
start somewhere.
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Lorain Ambrocio may NOT be reached at
theprospectordaily.news@gmail.com.
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Congratulations C/O 2015 from The Prospector Spring staff
Top row: Fernando Enriquez, Adam
Ziegenhals, Luis Gonzalez, Damian
Balderrama, Edgar Hernandez,
Andres Martinez, Blake Lanham,
Marcela Luna, Salvador Ortega.
Middle Row: Lorain Ambrocio,
Amanda Guillen, Anna Almeida,
Mariel Mora, Isabel Castillo, Veronica
Gonzalez, Kathleen Flores, Jacobo De
La Rosa.
Bottom Row: Ashley Munoz, Julia
Hettiger, Ruby Cerino, Michaela
Román.
Not Shown: Hugo Brito, Maria
Esquinca, Jason Green, Valerie
Herrera, Fernanda Leon, Alonso
Moreno, Juan Carlos Navarrete, Jose
Soto, Kimberly Valle, Sergio Zamora,
Christopher Zacherl, Javier Cortez.

LETTERTOTHEEDITOR
On a graduation day, the day is
beautiful, and the sun is shining all
around the Miners’ campus. Young
students are all around the campus.
Youth, pride and happiness share the
scene with the old dusty mountains
that surround the Sun Bowl.
Young students that have made it
to graduation are seen as models to
follow by their younger siblings. The
young students’ parents have a face
that denotes pride. All this is happening on a graduation day.
Pictures of young faces are all
around the campus: youth of the
future of a nation, the future of the
world. There are no images of elder,
aged or old students on campus,
publicity or campus images. All this
happens in the nation that is known
as the champion of democracy.
The message seems to be that education is for the young only, and he
who dares to challenge it would be
treated accordingly. His or her life as
a student will be the life of a ‘stinky’
– ignored and pissed. Therefore, only
few dare to challenge, but who misses an old face on a graduation day
when happiness is all around?”
The above could be seen as fiction,
a part of a novel or a short story, but
actually, this is part of reality. At
UTEP, there are no images of old students or non-traditional students –
as some use to name those students.
Since 2012, the year that I started
taking classes at UTEP, I noticed the
lack of old students’ images at UTEP.
This creates an impression that old
students do not exist at UTEP.
One of the issues the old students
have to face, is a of acceptance, when

the old student applies for scholarships, there may be an age requirement. If the student is older than 30
years, he or she could be disqualified.
One of the arguments of the Office
of Scholarships is that the persons or
corporations that offer the scholarships apply their own requirements
and nothing can be done about it.
However, the fact that the UTEP’s
official images ignore the old or aged
students creates a false image. It creates the image that the old students
do not exist at UTEP. UTEP does
not recognize old students as students and old students are not part
of UTEP diversity.
Therefore, the people who offer
the scholarships don’t include old
people as their recipients. They do
not see them. UTEP should promote
diversity.
All students regardless of their
race, gender, religion, sexual orientation and/or disability should have
the same opportunity to succeed in
their academic careers even old or
aged students, or non-traditional
students.
UTEP is celebrating 100 years,
1914-2014, a centennial celebration
and 100 years of ignoring the old or
aged student.
Raul Rodriguez, a 58-year-old
proud UTEP student
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New report ranks best and worst jobs of the year
BY AMANDA GUILLEN
The Prospector
For some students, deciding on
which career path do go down can be
a rough decision.
Careercast.com has been ranking
the best and worst jobs of the year for
27 years. The report ranks 200 jobs
from best to worst based on three
percentage components, work environment, stress and hiring outlook.
For the 2015 report, an actuary
came in at number one, and the worst
job was a newspaper reporter, which
ranked at 200.

Some UTEP alumni and students
realized that the degree that they
chose to pursue was ranked fairly
high on the list or at the bottom.
Anuar Jauregui graduated from
UTEP Cum Laude in 2012 with a
bachelor’s degree in computer science. Jauregui works for ExxonMobil
in Houston and said that his job is a
hybrid of both software engineering,
which ranked eighth, and a computer
systems analyst, which ranked 10th.
Jauregui said that when looking
over the rankings, he agreed that they
were, for the most part, accurate.
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“I can definitely agree with the
levels indicated in the ranking. The
work environment in the computer
systems field varies greatly depending on the company. Most computer
systems work environments are your
typical nine to five office cubicle work
spaces,” Jauregui said. “But in bigger
companies, employees in computer
systems are also part of the bigger
corporate environment of the ‘business’ and it can be very comfortable.”
The report was initially intended to
guide students down the right path
when it came to turning their ca-

reer dreams into realities, along with
helping others who are looking for a
change in their career to make a smart
transition for their future.
Jauregui’s childhood dream is what
led him to ultimately choose computer science as his degree of choice.
“I chose this career path originally
because I wanted to design video
games when I was little, and when I
began my research into what degrees
I needed, I found that an actual game
design degree was too far and too expensive for a fresh high school graduate,” he said. “But after digging a bit
more, I found out that a computer
science degree would also give me all
the necessary skills for my childhood
dream.”
After going through college and
an internship with NASA, Jauregui’s
interests widened and he he was able
to see many different opportunities
available in many different fields.
“Which led to many job interviews,
which led to several offers, and in the
end, I just chose the one that best
matched my interests,” Jauregui said.
Some students chose to attend
graduate school instead of going
straight into the job force.
UTEP alumna Esmirna Corona
graduated with a bachelor’s degree in
social work in 2014. She attends UT
Austin, where she is working toward
obtaining her master’s degree in clinical social work.
A social worker ranked 70th on
the report. Unlike Jauregui, Corona
didn’t think the ranking was accurate.
“I’m happy social work has a good
rank, but a tad disappointed that it
wasn’t higher on the list,” Corona said.
“Although social work is a demanding
career, it also gives a lot of satisfaction
and happiness.”
Corona said that social workers
work with people, which creates a
different dynamic to the working
environment.
“As social workers, we cannot follow a specific ‘guideline’ to use in our
work because every person is unique
and different,” she said. “Therefore,
social workers need to modify every
intervention in a manner that will be
culturally sensitive and appropriate to
the individual.”
Damaris Reyes, senior multimedia
journalism major, plans on pursuing
a career in journalism.
Journalism professions ranked
fairly low on the report, with a pho-

tojournalist ranking 195th, a broadcaster at 196th and a newspaper reporter at 200th. When looking at the
rankings, Reyes said that she uses it as
motivation.
“Honestly, I think it’s a bummer to
hear such things, especially when one
is pursuing such a career,” Reyes said.
“As far as if it scares me, it depends.”
Reyes said that she can either see it
as a threat to her career or she can use
it as encouragement to push her to
be better.
“I believe that it’s not the things that
make the people, but the people who
make the things,” Reyes said.
UTEP alumni Jauregui and Corona
left this year’s graduating seniors with
some advice.
“Stay strong in your studying. Your
grades matter a lot if you want to get
a shot at the really big, well-paying,
competitive positions,” Jauregui said.
“Be involved, join several extracurricular organizations like Greek
life, community service clubs, or any
particular organization that spikes
your interest, and become a leader in
them.”
For Corona it is about enjoying
college life and taking a step back to
reflect.
“Enjoy every moment of your undergraduate and graduate education.
Learn everything, read everything,
but most importantly be happy and
passionate in whatever you are doing,” Corona said. “Graduate school
can be challenging. Sometimes you
ask yourself, with the largest coffee
mug in hand, ‘why did I do this to
myself?’”
Corona said that if you are doing
something that you are passionate
about, the sacrifices will be worth it.
“At the end of the day, that will be
your motivation to keep going,” Corona said.
Amanda Guillen may be reached at theprospectordaily.
news@gmail.com.
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Advertising and marketing panelists inspire students at conference

ANDRES MARTINEZ / THE PROSPECTOR
On Thursday, April 30, the El Paso Natural Gas Conference Center hosted “Diving Deep.”

BY JOSE SOTO
The Prospector
Advertising and marketing majors
at UTEP had the opportunity to gain
insight and knowledge from some experts in the field on Thursday.
Professionals from both fields gave
presentations as part of a panel discussion that aimed to help UTEP students understand what to expect from
working for an agency and better prepare them for future endeavors.
The El Paso Natural Gas Conference Center hosted “Diving Deep:
An In-Depth Look at Agency Life,”
an event sponsored by the Advertising Agency of El Paso. It offered the
attendees three different panels: cre-

ative, account services and non-profit
clients.
The panelists talked about new
trends in the creative process of the
field, how to track down clients, what
it is like to work with a non-profit
agency and other topics.
“Diving Deep” started off with a
luncheon. Shortly after, a speech was
given by guest speaker Humbo Garza,
content producer for CultureSpan
Marketing. Garza has developed regional, national and international
campaigns both in English and Spanish for companies such as Miller Coors, Hershey’s, Frito-Lay, Pepsi and
many more.
He began his career in 2003 as a junior copywriter with an advertising
agency in Monterrey, Mexico.

Garza said he mainly wants for students to know that finding your niche
within the field is important for your
career.
“It’s okay to switch between career
paths in the advertising and marketing field as you find what works best
for you,” Garza said. “I dabbled with
different companies and creative processes until I found what I liked.”
Garza said it is also important for
the Hispanic students to realize that
the Latino audience is a “driving
force” in the field.
“There is a great importance that
Latinos have in America,” Garza said.
“Before, campaigning for companies
meant to develop an Americanized
one and then develop a different one
for Latino countries branching out of
the same campaign, but customized.”
Garza said that companies now prefer to campaign for a globalized, integrated market.
“We call it ‘total market approach’,”
Garza said. “That means a well-developed marketing campaign for all ethnicities, largely for Latinos.”
UTEP is composed of a largely
Hispanic community, which Garza
said is an asset for advertising and
marketing students because they get
a feel of what it is to appeal to both
populations.
Garza said internships are essential to not only further develop your
skills, but also to land a job in the
field.
Other panelist included Armando
Alvarez, creative director and cofounder of Viva+Impulse Creative
Company, Juan Carlos Hernandez,
senior director at Culturalspan Marketing and Tony Casas, creative di-

see AD on page A6
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Students awarded scholarships to study abroad
SERGIO ZAMORA / THE PROSPECTOR
Senior political science major, April Rumgay was awarded $5,000 to study in Turkey with an additional $3,000 supplement to study the Turkish language during her study abroad trip this summer.

BY JULIA HETTIGER
The Prospector
This semester, a few UTEP students were awarded the Benjamin
A. Gilman International Scholarship to study abroad. The scholarship is awarded to more than 2,700
students every semester nationwide.
The scholarship’s purpose is to aid
students to study abroad by providing
them with the funds they need.
The Gilman Scholarship helps undergraduate students who intend to
complete courses or an internship in
their field of study in a foreign country and is awarded three times during
the year.
It was founded by Benjamin A.
Gilman, former U.S. Republican representative and is sponsored by the
Bureau of Educational and Cultural
Affairs. The scholarship is awarded
to students who are studying in a foreign country for at least four weeks
and demonstrate a positive scholarly
identity.
April Rumgay, senior political science major, was awarded $5,000 to
study in Turkey with an additional
$3,000 supplement to study the Turkish language during her study abroad
trip this summer. Rumgay said studying abroad will impact her in many
ways.
“I’ve heard that students gain independence, international experience,

AD from page A5
rector for Stanton Street Technology
Group.
The three panelists discussed creative trends, new evolving technologies and ways to ensure employment.
Alvarez said trends are important
to keep up with in the field, but not
as important as keeping up with your
clients needs.
“Obviously, trends come and go,”
Alvarez said. “In our agency, we keep
ourselves updated with trends but,
most importantly we aim to understand what our client needs and what
they are trying to expose to their own
audience.”

new perspectives and friendships,”
Rumgay said. “I’ll consider myself
lucky to acquire even one of these
things.”
Studying abroad can help students
gain independence and improve their
work ethic.
“It’s no secret that studying abroad
will enhance my educational and
professional opportunities,” Rumgay
said. “I don’t underestimate the value
of sharing my experience in Turkey.”
Rumgay hopes her experience
in Turkey inspires her friends and
family.
“I’m more interested in considering the legacy that I can leave with my
family, local community, and country,” Rumgay said. “It could inspire
my family, empower my community
and encourage more Americans to
become global citizens.”
While in Turkey, Rumgay said she
wants to leave a positive impression
on the Turkish community.
“I hope to present an image of the
U.S. outside of foreign policy and outreach,” Rumgay said.
Students at UTEP said they would
study abroad if given the chance. Josh
De Luca, sophomore microbiology
major, said if he could study abroad,
he would study somewhere in the
United Kingdom.
“I’d be away from home, but I would
still feel a connection,” De Luca said.

“I would want to study and complete

Casas said one of the most important things is to be able to change
your surroundings in order to keep
the creative flow going.
“It’s when you are in awkward situations where you are forced to think
differently than you normally do that
gets those creative juices flowing,”
Casas said. “If you are stuck at your
desk or computer, go outside. If you
can go somewhere remote like Las
Cruces, do it. It’ll make you think
differently.”
Hernandez encourages students to
find ways for students to stand out to
possible employers, from your web-

back on the two essays required as

culture and way of life,” De Luca said.

Natalie Delgado, senior education
major, said studying abroad anywhere
would be a great opportunity, but
specifically she would like to study in
China, Norway or Finland.
“I love to travel because of the thrill
of entering a whole new journey that
I have never been to before,” Delgado
said. “Being able to experience the
culture, the lifestyle, the food and interacting with people along the way is
an honor.”
To apply for the scholarship students must complete an online application, which includes submitting
official transcripts and online certifications from their study abroad and
financial aid advisors.
“I took advantage of the fantastic
resources available to me at the Study
Abroad Office on campus,” Rumgay
said.
The students applying for the Gilman Scholarship began the application process by going to an information session conducted by Corinne
Peschka, the resident Gilman Scholarship advisor at UTEP and an English professor.
“She (Peschka) begins by giving an
informational session that introduces
students to the application process,”
Rumgay said. “Students sign up for
independent sessions with Ms. Peschka to have their questions answered
and, more importantly, receive feed-

designing and personal portfolio to
the samples of work that you submit.
Alvarez said researching the places
that you are submitting applications
to is essential, too.
“It’s important to know the nature
of the company you are applying
with,” Alvarez said. “Be sure that your
portfolio and samples go along with
the work of the company. Know if it’s
going to appeal to it or not.”
Diego Portillo, senior graphic design and advertising major, said the
event gave a lot of useful tips for students. Portillo is also the president of
the Student Advertising Federation.

“It’s definitely a good way to expand your experience,” Portillo said.
“In this field, it’s all about having experience and networking. This event
helped give students the access to
both.”
Portillo said students form the field
should try and attend as many events
like “Diving Deep” in order to get a
feel of what to expect upon graduating and trying to land a job.
Stephanie Nevarez, senior media
advertising major, said the event
helped her get a better understanding
of what it is that she is striving to do.
“Through networking and sharing
ideas among colleagues, us as ad-

vertising and marketing majors can

research in microbiology.”
Although he most likely will not
study abroad while at UTEP, he said it
is still a great thing for students to do.

It’s no secret that
studying abroad will
enhance my educational
and professional
opportunities. I don’t
underestimate the
value of sharing my
experience in Turkey.

- April Rumgay,
senior
political science major
“Studying abroad is an amazing
opportunity--to be exposed to a new

part of the application.”
Applicants must write two essays
and were encouraged to seek editorial
help from their study abroad advisor.
“Ms. Peschka was previously an official application reviewer for the Gilman Scholarship Program and is well
aware of what they look for in the essay,” Rumgay said. “Her expertise in
editing enhances the level of writing
in each student’s essay.”
Rumgay said the Gilman Scholarship and being able to study abroad
will help her in a number of ways.
“Studying in Turkey will ease my
fear so that I can pursue graduate
school and a career in humanitarian
development without any hesitation,”
Rumgay said. “Students who are willing to put in the time and effort, certainly have the support and resources
on campus to make studying abroad
with the Gilman Scholarship a reality.”
Julia Hettiger may be reached at theprospectordaily.
ent@gmail.com.

grasp a better idea of what we do and
how to do it,” Nevarez said.
Both Portillo and Nevarez are both
graduating this semester.
Jose Soto may be reached at theprospectordaily.news@
gmail.com.
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Robert Vega escapes ‘the pits of hell’ to graduate this spring
the odds and not only make it out, but
actually turn my life around.”
From the many stories that Vega
shares about his time in prison and
solitary confinement, the one that
stands out the most is the actual way
he lived.
“It was a very small cell, you could
maybe walk three or four steps before
you hit the wall, the bathroom or the
bed. You live without anything, just
four walls and reading material,” Vega
said. “I remember that there was a
small window that I could see from
my cell, and I would just imagine how
nice it would feel to be out and feel the
wind.”
Vega credits faith for helping him
survive the ordeal and devoting himself to a higher purpose in order to be
able to escape sane from his personal
hell.
On October 2008, Vega was released from prison into a new world–
now at age 31 he had not only missed
his 20s, but had missed the technology boom as well.
“When I went in, people still used
beepers, now everyone had cellphones,” Vega said. “To paint a better picture, I immediately went into
UTEP following my release, and I remember that one of my first days, my
professor asked us to look up a song

MARIA ESQUINCA / THE PROSPECTOR
Senior commercial music major, Robert Vega will be graduating at this year’s spring commencement despite previous setbacks such as spending time in prison.

BY ALONSO MORENO
The Prospector
Robert Vega stands out in a crowd.
It might be his tattoos, which offer a
slight glimpse into his past or perhaps
it’s the battle scars he has earned from
years of martial arts fighting, or maybe it’s the humble, yet intense look in
his eyes, which have not only seen
years worth of struggle, they have
seen the pits of hell.
Vega, 38, originally from Brooklyn,
N.Y., is a commercial music major at
UTEP. While he is focused on his upcoming graduation, he has also composed 12 songs and sung in operas,
but he is also a former prison inmate.
At the young age of 22, already tired
from a life of struggle with gangs,
Vega was on his way to prison for
what would become his hardest challenge yet and this was the moment he
said that finally transformed him.
“I shouldn’t be here man,” Vega said,
as he sat in a small Mexican restaurant near Downtown El Paso, a place
where time seemed to have stopped,
much like Vega’s mind as he recalled
those troubled years.
“I spent nine years in prison, six of
those in solitary, which was only one
part of the pits of hell I experienced,”
he said.
To better understand how Vega
ended up in such a precarious situation, he offered a look into his past.
One that, according to him, lacked
purpose and discipline, which are the
pillars that hold him together today,
he said
“My father was in the Navy, so he
wasn’t around most of the time,” Vega
said. “I was also blessed with the
gift of being an extremely proficient
learner. I was reading novels by the
time most kids were reading children’s books. All that made me into a
very bored child that didn’t care much
for school.”

His school experience almost
sounds like something straight out
of a novel–the typical kid with an
untapped potential who gets straight
A’s, only to be hampered by a lack of
motivation, causing him to become
the poorest behaved child in the
classroom.

Each day presents a
new beginning, because
no matter how bad your
day is it will eventually
end. You will go to bed,
a new day will rise and
with it, a new hope.
- Robert Vega,
senior commercial music
major
However, it was another budding
gift that helped him find some purpose, but at the same time also pushed
him into a different life.
“Naci para los chingasos (I was
born to fight),” Vega said. “By the time
I came to live in El Paso, I was older
and the then prominent gang lifestyle
was very interesting to me. I would go
up to entire groups of people and tell
them I could take them all on.”
El Monje (the monk), as he was
named by his fellow gang members
due to his shaved head and proficiency with martial arts, would spend the
following years in a haze of alcoholism, fights and crime, with one incident that still plays in his mind with
perfect clarity.
“One day a couple of friends and I
wanted to drive around, but we didn’t

have a vehicle. My mother obviously
didn’t lend me the car, so I just decided then and there that we would go
steal a car,” Vega said. “We went to a
7-Eleven to scope out the cars. After
sometime, eventually a couple finally
pulled up with a truck and next thing
you know I am telling the lady to hand
over the keys. It was a carjacking.”
Although he was eventually
caught, Vega managed to come out
of the event relatively unscathed as he
avoided prison time because the lady
refused to press charges. This would
serve as warning of what was to come
in the future.
As the life style began to take a toll
on him, Vega decided to renounce his
gangster days and tried to live a calmer life. However it all changed in October 1999, when Vega was charged
with intoxicated manslaughter with a
vehicle.
“I was coming back with some
friends from a reception,” Vega said.
“There was a loud thud, I was in shock
and my friend just said, ‘I think you
hit someone.’”
The subsequent trial would end
with Vega being convicted and becoming another statistic for the prison system.
According to the Bureau of Justice Statistics, the inmate population
for 2013 was about 2,228,424, which
leaves the U.S. in first place in the
world for the highest prison population. In Texas alone, there are over
150,000 convicted offenders, with El
Paso being responsible for 2,210 of
them.
Perhaps even more impressive than
the incarceration numbers is the rate
of recidivism, which shows that 76
percent of released prisoners are arrested within five years of release for
a new crime.
“There is a problem with not only
Texas, but with the U.S. penal system
as well,” Vega said “I was able to beat

on the Internet. I raised my hand and
asked what the Internet was.”
Much has changed from those days,
and now Vega has his sights firmly set
on his goal to change the world with
his music. As he says, he was given a
second chance to use his gifts for the
world.
Not only does he want to continue
to perform, but he also wishes to establish his own production studio in
order to publish his own music as well
harness the endless potential he sees
in El Paso.
When asked if he had any advice
for people who might be struggling
with life or school Vega said, “Each
day presents a new beginning, because no matter how bad your day is
it will eventually end. You will go to
bed, a new day will rise and with it,
new hope. If you are positive, you can
and will be able to come out of your
problems.”
Alonso Moreno may be reached at theprospectordaily.
news@gmail.com.
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What are you going to miss about UTEP?

HUGO BRITO, RUBY CERINO, ANDRES MARTINEZ, MICHAELA ROMAN, SERGIO ZAMORA, ADAM ZIEGENHALS / THE PROSPECTOR

ADRIAN ALMANZA
Senior mechanical
engineering major

“I will miss hanging out on campus.”

DINA CHAGOYAN

Senior English and American
Literature major

“I will miss UTEP because it is a place
where we can find new friends and new
job opportunites. I found that I made
many memories working at UTEP and
made new friends by working here.”

RICARDO MORAN

EDITH GONZALEZ

NATHAN BLACK

“Since I work around athletics, I’m going
to miss the football and basketball games
the most.”

“I will miss being with the same people
that I was with in all my classes.”

“I’m going to miss how accesible UTEP is
and how limitless it is to do things here.”

Senior kinesiology major

Senior psychology major

Senior music major

MARISSA YANEZ

MUNIR BUHAYA

ROXANA RODRIGUEZ

RICARDO BURCIAGA

MARIA RIVERO

“I am going to miss UTEP because I enjoy
the friendly atmosphere, and I will miss
out on the beautiful Centennial Plaza.”

“Yes, I will definitely miss UTEP, especially
it’s beautiful campus.”

“I will miss the friends I’ve made and the
friendly people of UTEP.”

“I am going to miss all the people here,
such as my classmates and friends.”

“I will miss the events, such as basketball
games as well as the student life.”

Senior math major

VICTOR VALESSER

Senior digital media production
major

“I will miss the easy going learning habitat and it’s amidable faculty.”

MEGAN FUENTES

Senior marketing major

“The coffee from the library. But mostly,
I’m going to miss seeing my friends everyday. I’ve made life-long friends in these
last few years and all of us are going in
different directions.”

Senior microbiology major

CECILIA VALENCIA

Senior bilingual education major

“I’ll miss the people, my friends and the
college life in general.”

ROBERT VASQUEZ

Senior commercial music major

“The constant learning experiense that
you have to go through everyday.”

Senior nursing major

MIRAYA MONTIEL

Senior multidisciplinary studies

“Probably the dorm life and watching the
games.”

ABIGAIL ROMERO

Senior media advertising and
graphic design major

“I’m going to miss the student life and the
people of the Hispanic enviorment from
Juarez.”

Senior history major

AMY PADILLA

Senior operations and supply chain
management major
“I will miss having constant homework
assignments, studying for numerous
exams and all the pressure associated
with finals.”

Senior finance major

MAURICIO TERREZ

Senior biomedical sciences major

“I’m really going to miss playing frisbee at
Centennial Plaza.”

RUBEN RIVERA

LEONARDO MONTANEZ

“The UTEP Rec Center because I like to
swim; it’s cool.”

“Probably the campus, maybe some
teachers, not all of them, and the mates I
made here.”

Senior electrical engineering major

Senior creative writing major
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Traditional breakfast grows with new location and activities
the first one in 1991, that was hosted
at the Natural Gas Conference Center
because it is close to Kelly Hall, which
once was a residency hall with an easy
path for students to walk.
Irma Nicole Aguilar, director at the
Offices of Student Life, said recent
changes around campus prompted
the planning committee to change the
location.
“Our student demographics have
changed and we recognize everyone comes with different methods
of studying,” Aguilar said. “Students
may seek opportunities to take a
break and relieve stress during this
time. We want to offer additional services and cater to a broader range of
students. The Union Building serves
as the perfect location to offer a variety of services to our students and
they deserve it.”

“This event is definitely on its way to
become larger than it has been in the
past,” Aguilar said. “The expansion
of this event was done with the hope
that more students will be interested
in participating in a campus tradition which they may not have been
part of in the past.”
Aguilar said the event currently
has approximately 30 volunteers but
is still in need of more. To sign up
as a volunteer and more information
on Up All Night: Midnight Breakfast,
contact the Office of Student Life at
915-747-5648 or visit them at Union
West Room 102.
Jose Soto may be reached at theprospectordaily.news@
gmail.com.
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BY JOSE SOTO
The Prospector
As the demanding finals week commences across campus, a UTEP tradition will continue to relieve students
from grueling due dates and exams,
at least for one night. Students will be
able to enjoy from an array of activities, free food, entertainment and quiet study spaces as the event expands
this year and changes location.
Those who will attend Up All Night:
Midnight Breakfast, the semi-annual
tradition on campus, will have the
opportunity to experience the expansion of the festivities as it moves to the
Union Building East on Tuesday, May
12, from 9 p.m. to 9 a.m. Previously,
the event was held at the Natural Gas
Conference Center.
The traditional breakfast will continue to be served at midnight on
the second floor. This year, new additions include a relaxation room with
free yoga and meditation sessions, a
stress-free room with free coloring
and Play-Doh and a screening of the
film Old School.
Jamba Juice, Starbucks, Pizza Hurt
and El Cazo inside the Union will remain opened until midnight. There
will also be free coffee and donut

In addition to meeting the
donation criteria, you must
provide a valid photo I.D., proof
of current address and your
Social Security or immigration
card to donate.
Must be 18 years of age or older
to donate.

holes from midnight to 9 a.m. and
free shirts for the first 100 students.
Tory Johannsen, a senior accounting major, said he will be attending
the event since he hasn’t made it to
any of the previous ones.
“Whether I go with friends or go
alone, I hope to network socially,”
Johannsen said. “Having a good time
and making new friends is what it
is all about. You can never have too
many friends and acquaintances.”
Johannsen said he has heard the
environment of Midnight Breakfast is
what makes is as popular as it is.
“From what I’ve heard, it does help
with the stress of finals,” Johannsen
said. “It is good, wholesome fun in
a safe environment with other students that have the same goal: to wind
down and be care free for at least a
couple of hours.”
Eduardo Ochoa, a senior criminal
justice major, will also be attending.
He said the event if a good way for
him to take a break from studying for
finals.
“It’s a great way for me and my
friends to do things other than study,”
Ochoa said. “It’s a peaceful experience
with absolutely no drama.”

Ochoa said the event doesn’t necessarily help students during finals
week, but the free food does help college students get a decent meal.
Kevin Marshburn, assistant director of housing at UTEP, said the event
has changed in many ways from its
inception in 1991.
“What’s changed the most is the
menu and the location,” Marshburn
said. “It used to be only from eleven
to about one o’clock. Now, it’s been
extended for over a longer period of
time. That shows how popular the
event has been over the last couple
of years. This years additions are very
exciting.”
Marshburn said some volunteers
are the same ones that volunteered at

1700 MYRTLE AVENUE
EL PASO, TX 79901

915-546-9140
TONYSTHEPITBBQ.COM

INFO@TONYSTHEPITBBQ.COM

A TRADITION THAT SERVES AND DELIVERS

BIGwe ship it all!
or small,

Need to ship a computer CPU
and monitor?
What about lab
equipment?
No matter the size or the
weight, we will pack and
ship it for you.

We even ship
cars across the
world!

3800 N. Mesa Suite 2-A
(Mesa & Sunbowl / Across from Luby's)

(915) 545-2626

store0350@theupsstore.com
M-F 8:00 am - 6:00 pm / Sat. 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT EL PASO
CLASS OF 2015

DOCTORAL

Priscilla Liliana Sandoval

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

Master of Science in Information
Technology

Doctor of Philosophy

Patrick David Solis

Jose Juan Chavez
Aryzbe Najera
Berta Rodriguez
Danniel David Rodriguez

Master of Engineering in Civil and
Environmental Engineering

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS

Jose Ismael Cepeda Jr.
Chen Fang
Daniel Rodriguez Mckeon Pargas Sr.
Brad Russell Thompson

Doctor of Philosophy

Master of Science

Scott Christopher Comar
Yu-Cheng Lin
Aaron Margolis
Timothy E. Nelson
Elijah Paige Ricks
Alejandro Rodriguez-Mayoral
Petcharat Saenpoch
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
Doctor of Philosophy

Paul M. Delgado
Vincent Ulysses Gant Jr.
Sudhakar Kalagara
Yang Li
Felipe Gazos Lopes
Nisa Maksim
Lennox Emmanuel Thompson
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Doctor of Education

Sandra Calzada
Blanca Estela Garcia
Marisa Elva Pierce
Doctor of Philosophy
Grace Olutayo Babarinsa-Ochiedike

Brenda Oriana Fuentes
Rocio Elena Gallardo
Karla Huereca
Benjamin R. McDermott
Danielle Nicole Navariz
Cynthia Christina Ontiveros
Raul Saldana Jr.
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
Doctor of Philosophy
Claudia Araceli Hernandez Gonzalez

Michelle Lynn Wurster Ruiz
COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Doctor of Philosophy

Clarissa Sara Gomez
Christi Duette Luby
Benigno Valles Jr.

Balaji Alagarsamy Bagavathyraj
Eduardo Andrade
Alan Arturo Arana Galindo
Naveen Chowdari Bandla
Thomas Eugene Brown
Alberto Buhaya
Justin Lee C’De Baca
Jorge Armando Carreon
Yvonne Chavez
A S M Arifur Rahim Chowdhury
Sarvesh Dip Dhakal
Fabio Diaz Santillan
Jose Luis Enriquez Jr.
Dalia Esther Figueroa
Guillermo Flores Jr.
Karla Yolanda Gamez
Alejandro Garcia
Kristopher Genera
Manuel Antonio Gonzalez Camarena

Carlos Enrique Guillen Sr.
Mohammad Shaﬁnul Haque
Jose Carlos Hernandez
Mohammad Arif Hossain
Gabriela Ituarte Villarreal
Yadira Yvette Jacquez
Michal Jizba
Karel Kus
Alma Lucia Leanos Ortiz
Vicente Lopez Flores
Arturo Medina
Noel Eduardo Medina
Juan Isai Melendez
Jorge Moreno
Robert Munoz Jr.
Luis Alonso Ochoa
Enrique Olascoaga
Geoffrey Ian Owen
Levi Alonso Pereda
Robert Benjamin Post
Luis Fernando Ramirez
Luis Fernando Rascon Mijares
Silvia Rea
Karen Aracely Richart Ruiz
Esau Enrique Ruiz Gaistardo
Bruce A. Saenz
Stephanie Michelle Sanchez
Baltazar Santaella Jr.
Felix Saucedo Castor
Zayna Widad Shaheen
Luis Alejandro Varela Jimenez
Karla Alondra Villalobos
Lauren Elaine Waldrop
Stephen Paul Wilson
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS

SCHOOL OF NURSING
Doctor of Nursing Practice

Jesus Manuel Almodovar
Ramon Amparan Jr.
Elizabeth Andreadakis
Darlene Bedwell
Bilha Anna Candelaria
Kimberly Ruth Capps
Editha Abrenilla Claros
Maria Luisa Faner
Jeff Gainok
Jesus Maria Hernandez
Bernadette Herrera
Tanya Veronica Marin
Pedro Mendoza
Crista Payan
Trinette Leeann Radasa
Sandra Louise Shuya
Regina Godwin Udo
Alejandra Valenzuela
Daniel C. Vallejo
Mario Vela
Charles Vickrey
ENGINEERING/SCIENCE INTERDISCIPLINARY
Doctor of Philosophy

Elsa Castillo
Arturo Sepulveda Fernandez
Sanjay Shantha Kumar
Kathryn Suzanne Thomas
Angel Ramon Torrado Perez
Doctor of Pharmacy
UTEP-UTA Cooperative Pharmacy
Program

Melissa Carrillo
Stacy Lynn Evans
Michael Xavier Payan
Ivan Glade Pierce
Andrea Nicole Ramos
Pedro Sanchez
Juan Elias Villanueva
Dominique Ariel Werge
GRADUATES
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Master Science in Environmental
Engineering

Evelyn Rios

Master of Arts in Interdisciplinary
Studies

Mauricio Olague
Eric Manuel Santoscoy-McKillip
Master of Arts in Teaching

Carissa Renee Delgado
Vicki Magness
Adriana Hernandez Nieto
Master in Public Administration

Paulina Alvarado
Ana Gabriela Arias-Gonzalez
Orlando Antonio Arriola Sr.
Aracelli Astorga
Carolina Camargo De Luca
Diana Krissel Gonzalez
Ninfa Sara Huerta
Christopher Samuel Jarvis
Amy Melissa Lechuga
Gabriela Munoz
Earl O’Veal
Andrea Rosario Ortiz
Monique Ositelu
Maribel Santoyo
Joseph A. Tellez
Master of Arts

Mary Anne Acosta
David James Ahola
Eric Andreis
James Steven Bellendir
Claudia Martinez Boyd
Sean Mitchel Brewer
Joseph Brock
Lawrence Bufalino
Gregory Joseph Cannon
Maria Fernanda Carrillo
Tristan Cavanaugh
Mario Javier Chavez
Stephanie Elizabeth Clark
Jesse F. Crawford II
Ricky Donnell Davis
Selene Ines Diaz
Yuliana Dominguez
David Michael Doubek
Calvin Jerome Ely
Joshua J. Espinoza
Maria Antonia Estrada
Olga Alvina Estrada
Richard F. Falk Jr.
Sean Fallon
Robert William Flickinger
Rebekah Renee Grado

Michael Craig Gray
Donnell Green
Tony Ray Hays
Jody Robert Heikkinen
Alice Elaine Hernandez
Jorge Luis Hernandez
Nazanin Mina Heydarian
Kelvin Wendell Hinkle
Joanna Ruth Hinojosa
Alexandra Elizabeth Infanzon
Janice Katherine Jackson
Andrew Johnson
Tamara Kang
Chris Ryan Kohunsky
Jared John Kopacki
Darren LaVersa
Victor Joseph Laragione Jr.
Stephen Joseph Larocque
Jacqueline Loweree
Richard Luna
Steven Lee Major
Angelina Teresa Martinez
Rennet Linton Miller
Jessica Raquel Molinar Munoz
Misty Montoya
Veronica Morales
Leopoldo Negrete
Adon Lee Neria
Olga Lizbeth Ochoa
Miriam Pando
Martyn Pauwels
Abril Alicia Perez
Lauren Elizabeth Perez
Alvin Perez-Cruz
Delcio Pivetta
Uriah Shane Popp
Anna Rahymov
Patricia Rangel
James Richardson Jr.
Cesar Rojas
Matt Ruan
Victor Santana-Melgoza
Alan Matthew Serna
Juan Carlos Serrato
Jameill Lamonte Showers
Cameron Richard Smith
Kimberley Mei Smith
Benjamin Paul Snyder
Richard Jovan Spikes Jr.
Tony Curtis Stephens
Shauntenette Dalene Telepak
Denise Underwood
Mariarlett Villalobos
Walden Wagner III
Lee Yoneyama
Jakub Pawel Zajakala
Master of Defense and Strategic
Studies

Peter Judean Klundt
Master of Fine Arts

Elena Christine Bitner
Hector Cisneros Vazquez
Jose Eduviges Durango Polo
Diana Esparza Lara
Dennis W. Gonzalez
Tafari Amin Nugent
Alex O’Meara
Adelmar Alvin Ramirez
Jesus Jose Silveyra
Riley Holyoak Welcker
Master of Music

Hannah Renee Baslee
Edgar Abdiel Camargo
Raul Chavira Jr.
James Michael Covington
Freddie Gates
Robert Lloyd Hayden
Christopher David Thiem Lawhorne
Orlando Murillo
Karla Ramos
Master of Science

Adrian Allen
Sean Neil Curtis
Joseph Martin Escobar
Sirenna Marie Evans
Francisco Javier Gomez
Kris Hemme
Emilio Morales Jr.
Christopher Angel Olivares
Nicholas Rocha
Milan Roberto Villarreal
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
Master of Arts in Teaching

Arcy Irene Aguina
Marc Eliot Almklov
Alejandro Agustin Galvan
Diana Gomez
Michael Graham Lechner
Abdiel Francisco Lopez
Jorge Perez
Alejandra Pineda
Veronica Stela Ramirez
John Salas
Matthew Wright
Master of Science in Interdisciplinary
Studies

Judith P. Ackerman
Master of Science

Richard Alexander Alfaro-Diaz
Jade Ashley Brush
Ann Marie Foster
Fotios Fouskas
Gabriela Raschel Franco
Punam Ghimire
Joshua Azael Glauch

Rosette Maria Gonzalez
Amal M. Hassan
Sivakumar Kareti
Svetlana Valentinovna Lagoykina
Thornton Robert Larson
Rogelio Long
Ector Matias Martell
Maria Fernanda Medina
Luis Mora
Withana Kankanamalage
Umayanganie Munipala
Arjun Sharma Neupane
Mohan Pant
Chanel Ashlie Perez
Jessica Goretty Salazar
Shane Michael Schinagel
Hao Yang Teng
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Master of Arts

Karla Renee Singh
Master of Education

Laura Martell Acosta
Monica Patricia Aguirre
Renee Irene Aguirre
Amanda Alderete
Gilbert Andrews Jr.
Gabrielle Jasmine Apa
Jennifer Arias
Brenda Leticia Arostegui
Andres Arvizu
Anna Carolina Ayres Pereira
Barbosa
Ivette Barragan
Diana Maria Bernal
Sylvia Patricia Beste
Lorena Corral Blank
Melissa Bradley
Gina Marie Brooks
Alex Ellen Buggs
Jezabel Burrola
Lili Carrasco
Diana Carreon
Clarissa Cecilia Castanon
Elva Chacon
Cynthia Chavez
Marilyn Francis Corbin-Burdick
Lauren Michaela Cushion
Avril G. Dantzler
Michelle Renee Devora
Gianna Abigail Diaz
Humberto Diaz
Amy Cynthia Duncan
Maria Christina Duran
Melissa Ann Duran
Luz Angelica Eggerstedt
Myrna Escajeda
Tomas E. Espinosa
Erika Fernandez
Maria C Fierro
Diana Flores
Elida Gamez
Fernando Rene Garnica Jr.
Gilbert Garza
Veronica Gonzalez
Mavis Lizette Govea
Kristin Hernandez
Patricia Hernandez
Norely Hidalgo
Melinda Hsia
Jessica Marie Jacobs
Charles Wesley Knight Jr.
Brittany Byron Lane
Patricia Lira
Claire Marie Lopez-Stafford
Manuela Elizabeth Lugo Munoz
Isela Lujan
Linda Rosario Luna
Yolanda Marin
Cynthia Gabriela Martinez
Edna Aileen Martinez
Monique McTague
Carmen Beatriz Medellin
Rita Alicia Melendez
Diana Rae Meraz
Isabel Morales Chavarria
Gustavo Muniz Jr.
Yadira Munoz
Alejandra Najera
Maria Elena Noel-Flores
Richard Ontiveros
Nichole Cecilia Orozco
Crystal Estelle Ortiz
Teresa Ovalles
Iris Perea
Yazmin Herminia Perez
Christopher Paul Portillo
Gina Annette Ramirez
Ana Lidia Rivas
Lillian Rivera-Olazagasti
Stephanie Rocha
Evelyn Rodriguez
Rosalia Rodriguez
Devin Kacie Roush
Adriana Solis
Angela Staderman
Summer Isis Steele
Cynthianne Valdes
Cynthia Valenzuela
Allison Celeste Valles
Maria Isabel Varela
Adriana Velez
Sarah Y. Viesca
Karla Denisse Villado
Junjun Wang
Tyler David Wright
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
Master of Accountancy

Mariel Lisette Albo

Stephanie Barraza
Claudia Yvette Carrillo
Denisse Alejandra Fernandez
Guzman
Luis Carlos Hernandez
Joseph Kababie
Nancy Montoya
Robert Thomas Webb
David Bryan Wierson
Master of Business Administration

Albeza Guadalupe Alanis Garza
Olga Maria Alonso Bunsow
Danielle Anaya
Maria Elena Banda
Raul Alonzo Cuevas
Zachary Eldridge
Xavier Hugo Escobedo
Alexandra Garcia
Oscar Rene Garcia
Alma Cristina Gutierrez Saldana
Denise Irene Hermosillo Polanco
Berenice Herrera
Nicholas W. Lim
Christian Alexander Martinez
Michael Mendivil
Lani Dinorah Miranda Mojica
Hannah Ileen Muegge
Iliana Raya
Skye Ariel Schultz
Ivan Siqueiros
Victor Oswaldo Valdez
Savannah Marie Wilburn
COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Master of Public Health

Michelle Del Rio
Eric Martinez
Master of Rehabilitation Counseling

Sarah Elguea
Brianda Danzel Hernandez
Theron Robert Nicholson
Corene Seymour
Master of Science

Alma Rosa Acosta
Audrey Alba
Sha-Renae Amani Alexander
Victoria Alexander
Alexandrea Arras Burciaga
Brenda G. Compean
Bao Hoang Dang
Cheryl Lynn Giordano
Jessica Marie Hewitt
Lorin Robert Jeppsen
Jae Eun Kim
Aireen Marie Tigno Macatula
Kylie Lauren Marshall
Jose Jesus Munoz
John Gregory Pﬁrman
Lizette Rodarte
Christopher Anthony Roosmalen
Joanna Marie Scott
Amanda Marie Sepulveda
Melissa Rose Silver
Hans Edward Straub
Jenna Charlene Swengros
Bethany Iris Urquidi
Kristal Vigil
Jennifer Ashley Walz
Master of Social Work

Courtney Amber Adcox
Lindsey Renee Baker
Kathleen Kay Burns
Kimberly Delgado
Elisa Ivet Dobler
Justine Lorraine Esparza
Jessica Garcia
Marlett Garcia
Anacani Gonzalez
Sandra Gonzalez
Areli Guajardo
Victoria Estrella Gutierrez
Marcela G. Ordonez
Martha Alexandra Pasaret
Yvette Perez
Sara Elizabeth Polk
Cynthia Rangel-Olguin
Viridiana Sigala
Sandra Marie White
Luis Alfonso Zamarripa
SCHOOL OF NURSING
Master of Science in Nursing

Octavio Aguilera Jr.
Sandra Endlich Arias
Ruth Beulah Charles
Jodi Bogenrief Clee
Lema Enjema Dohmanju
Stephanie Lynn Gasser
Nancy Brisbin Gore
Marcia Watts Hammons
Stephanie Brooke Knight
Nicole Celeste Mason
Rinie Ann Mathai
Andrea Vera Mclean
Heriberto Merced Jr.
Guillermina Alicia Nelson
Daniel Joseph O’Donnell II
Angela Christina Orozco
Holly A. Powers
Patrick E. Pruitt
Brenda Quinonez-Sarinana
Francis Wilson Risulme
Celene Robles
Ervin Lex Williams
Kumar Hari Yesudoss
Isabel Cristina Zuniga

UNDERGRADUATE
COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Bachelor of Science in Computer
Science

Crisel Viridiana Blanco Saenz
Emilio Miguel Campa
Esaul Campos
Carlos Andres Corral
Ruben Alberto Dominguez
Jorge Mario Espinoza
Scott J. Freeman
Jose Alfredo Garcia Soto
Isaac Eduardo Gonzalez
Jason Michael Holt
Omar Alonso Macias
Enrique Martinez
Daniel Michael Mejia
Marie Angeline Moya
Victor Noe
Joleen Marie Ontiveros
Andres Salinas Jr.
Luis Fernando Trejo
John A. Vasquez
Ana Itiel Villegas Jaquez
Bachelor of Science in Industrial
Engineering

Meliza G. Almeraz
Jonathan Armendariz
Raul Humberto Corella
Eloy Deras
Alejandro Espinola
Jesus Alejandro Gamez
Susana Gonzalez Mendez
Luis Carlos Hernandez
Javier Alberto Maldonado Aguirre
Daniela Abigail Noriega
Belem Perez
Aaron Sierra
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical
Engineering

Jad Aboud
Alfonso Aleman
Hector Luis Anchondo Jr.
Angelica Celeste Bailey
Adam M. Baray
Karla Veronica Becerra
Miriam Abigail Bustamante
Jaime C. Campero
Jonathan Candelaria
Joselyn Cardenas Anaya
Jacqueline Laurin Cason
Victor D. Castillo
Manuel Daniel Chavarria
Jose Luis Contreras Jr.
Sergio Cordova Jr.
Marcos Diaz
Rodrigo Enriquez Gutierrez
Gabriela Enriquez Rodriguez
Juan Antonio Flores
Christian Ivan Franco Delgado
Alvaro Garcia
Eduardo Garcia
Ricardo Garcia
Stephanie Pharo Garﬁeld
Alberto Hiram Gonzalez
Samuel Daniel Guzman
Jesus Hernandez
Michael Anthony Holguin
Alfredo Jimenez Jr.
Brady Dean LaBree
Daniel Llausas
Luis Lopez
Ulises Lopez
Brian Matthew Lovich
Dominique Luevano
Abraham Luna
Alfredo E. Maese
Sergio Magallanes
Jessica Araceli Magdaleno
Jaclyn Mona Mejia
Heimdall Mendoza
Alejandro Mora III
Daniel Ernesto Morales
Pedro Nunez
Paulina Fernanda Olivas
Dylan A. Ott
Chris Perez
Raul Ponce
Leslie Prat
Jason Andrew Prine Jr.
Gilbert Quintana
Ernest Ramirez
Carlos A. Reyes
Daniel Rodriguez
Esteban Salcedo
Francisco Javier Salcedo Ortega
John Saldana Jr.
Rogelio Salgado
Armando Sandoval
Irvin Solis
Randy Solis
Emilio Tarango Valles
Francisco Torres III
Michael Torres
Oscar Vargas
Daniel Eduardo Vargas Franco
Isai Velazquez
Tania A. Ventura Luna
Bachelor of Science in Metallurgical
& Materials Engineering

Mayela Renata Aldaz-Cervantes
Cesar Omar Arias
Paola Guadalupe Barragan
Mauricio Cheda
Laura Teresa Delgado
Joel Daniel English
Aaron Flores
Adriana Garcia
Matthew Anthony Garcia

C O N G R AT U

M1N

Daniel G. Heredia
Matthew Manriquez
Victor Manuel Ornelas Jr.
Jaime Venegas
Aldo I. Vidana
Bachelor of Science in
Civil Engineering

Jose Abraham Acosta-Rios
Barbara Paola Aguilera
Aaron Alberto Arce
Ismael Beltran
Marianna Borrego
Enrique Castillo
Sara Inez Contreras
Paulina Cristoforo
Nagib Dajlala Molina
Cesar De La O Hernandez
Angela M. Erickson
Diana Isabel Espinosa
Alfonso Fierro-Aguilera
Alejandro Franco
Lisa Marie Haisan
Raul Omar Issa
Daniel Jimenez
Adrian Arturo Lopez
Antonio R. Loya Rodriguez
Elaine Michelle Madrid
Luis Fernando Marines
Adam Mitchell McCreary
Juan Paulino Nunez Saenz
William O’ Hara II
Levi Ladislao Pavia
Alejandro Pinedo
Jesus Manuel Placencia
Luis Carlos Ramirez
Alexandra Riccillo
Jose Alfonso Rodriguez
Ana Karen Rodriguez-Damian
Marisol Salado
Berenice Salaices Gomez
Sergio Saldana
Taryn Marie Swopes
Jose Ignacio Talamantes
Jose Antonio Tarin
Michael Jason Vasquez
Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering

Hugo J. Acosta
Adrian Aguilar
Efrain Aguilera Jr.
Zubin Aaron Assadian
Ana Evelyn Baca
Marcos R. Banda
Mauricio Barba Reyes
Jose Alfredo Bernal
Edgar Bustamante
Gilbert Cardenas
Martin V. Carrasco
Vanessa Yadira Castaneda
Alfredo Ismael Chavez-Hernandez
Erick Humberto Cordova Lozano
Angel Saray De la Rosa
Jose Antonio Eguade

Diego Renato Flores
Carlos Orlando Gomez Hernandez
Sergio Adrian Guerrero II
Atziry Ibarra
Zachary Tyler Jackson
David Israel Jimenez
Joseph Scott Kyle
Marcos I. Lerma
Karla Ivette Leyva
Marco P. Lopez
Edgar Omar Lozano
Juan Eduardo Lozano
Pedro Lucero
Lorenzo Luevano Jr.
Noel Pedro Martinez
Jorge Daniel Martinez Garcia
Luis Carlos Medina Contreras
Antonio Melendez
Josue Menchaca
Karla Eloisa Montano
Briana Yolanda Nunez
Ivan Ocon Delgado
Jesus Erick Orozco Delgado
Eduardo Ramirez Jr.
Jose Rivera Jr.
Ruben Rivera Jr.
Stephanie Rodriguez
Miguel Angel Saldana
Alfonso Torres Sanchez
Jessica Jazmine Segovia
Louis Steinmetz
David Suarez
Larissa Tarango Valles
Jose Giovanni Tocoli
Yoshito Yamane
Janvier Franco Yanine
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
Bachelor of Arts

Jovan David Abrego
Dora Alicia Acosta
Eric Michael Acosta
Lizette Acuna
Winter Marie Aguilar
Felipe Aguilera
Cynthia Aguinaga
Ryan Alexander Alford
Angelica Almaraz
Ismalia Almaraz
Adrian Isaac Alvarado
Isaac James Alvarado
Alejandro Amaya
Diana Amaya
Erika Danielle Arcuri
Michelle Alejandra Arellano
Roberto Arellano
Roxanne Arzola
Amanda Nicole Avila
Oscar Brian Avila
Carolynne Muehsam Ayoub
Jacqueline Baca
Christian Damian Balderrama
Monica Banuelos

Annette Barbier
Itzel Denisse Barbosa
Alejandra Barraza
Alex Barron
Jennifer Alice Beltran
Iris Erika Beyer
Melissa M. Blackey
Alejandro Salazar Booth
Eric Borunda
Eugenia Brizuela
Dominique Alaysha Brown
Cherrita Concepcion Bruce
Estevan L. Bustillos
Molly Katherine Butler
Juan J. Cadena
Alexis M. Cain
Silvia Ivette Calderon
Rebeca Calvillo
Arely Alejandra Camacho
Rodrigo Camacho
Victor Omar Camacho Jr.
Lisa Campa
Blanca A. Campos
Carmen Adriana Candelaria
Ivan Cangas
Melissa Marie Cano
Adrian Cesar Carlos
Daniel Arturo Carmona
Omar Carmona
Walter Carrera
Rodolfo Martin Carrillo Jr.
Alejandro Daniel Carrillo Rodriguez
Esteban De Jesus Casas
Paul Jacob Castellanos
Teresa Castillo
Monica Denisse Cepeda
Erica Chacon
Dina N. Chagoyan
Steven Rene Roy Chapa
Veronica Andrea Chaparro
Sebastian C. Chavez
Andrew Clayton Cook
Carl Duran Cooper II
Renee Marie Corbin
Jonathan Joseph Covarrubias
Cynthia Jacqueline Cuellar
Isabel Margarita De La Rosa
Chantell Nicole Decatur
Blanca Estela Delatorre
Denise Natalia Delgado
Orlando Ikaika Dennis
Jaime Arturo Desantiago
Maribel Diaz
Ryan Douglas Dillard
Janice Rose Dominguez
Jessica Duarte
Carlos E. Duran
Hans Duran
Mathew David Elam
Richard F. Erskine
Vianey Arianna Escudero
Ayram Arturo Esparza-Sustaita
David A. Falin
Eugenio Felix
Loren Flores

Tania Elizabeth Flores
Laura Isela Flores-Ceballos
Halina Fonseca
Gabriel Fontan
Maribel Fragoso
Emmanuel Franco
Genoveva Fuentes-Cuellar
Victor A. Galvan
Joshua Raul Gandara
Samuel Raul Gandara
Abigail Garcia
Daniel Garcia Jr.
Elijah Anise Garcia
Erika Susana Garcia
Gilberto Garcia
Irma Verenisse Garcia
Jaime J. Garcia
Kennedy Garcia
Mayra Alejandra Garcia
Melanie Marie Garcia
Gracy Z. Garcia-Samaniego
Kirstie A. Gervacio
Rosalba Guadalupe Gomez
Elizabeth Kristal Gonzalez
Esmeralda Gonzalez
Jazmine Ozelle Gonzalez
Jesus Humberto Gonzalez
Jonathan Gonzalez
Joshua Emanuel Gonzalez
Peter Varela Gonzalez
Samantha Aileen Gonzalez
Vanessa Gonzalez
Yvonne Marie Gonzalez
Gerardo Gonzalez-Gomez
Jessie Andrea Gracia
Gabriela M. Grajeda
Jacqueline Elizabeth Granados
Samuel Stephen Green
Alejandrina Guardado
Gabriella Anne Guerena
Manuel Jesus Guerrero
Omar Guerrero
Samantha Jae Guerrero
Jorge A. Guevara
Taylor Brianna Gunn
Corina Gutierrez
Florencia Gutierrez
Mabel Gutierrez
Michael David Hamilton
Silvia Natascha Hecht
Jennifer Marie Heredia
Cassandra Lynn Hernandez
Jennifer Valerie Hernandez
Larry Hernandez
Luis R. Herrera
Marco Aaron Herrera
Venessa Jeanette Herrera
Jermaine Lee Hicks
Kristi Marie Hicks
Tammy Lynette Hutcheson
Matthew John Ibarra
Ana Alicia Infante
Ivy Odille Jauregui
Camilo Mauricio Jimenez
Margaret Elizabeth Johnson

Diana Juarez
Sandy Jung
Esther Hervas Jurado
Tiffany Ann Kleppe
John Henry Lanahan III
Cedrick John Lang
Selina Maritza Leyva
Alexsia Rayleen Licon
Keaton John Light
Kristin Nicole Lile
Jesus Genaro Limon
Lesly Limon
Rosanna Michelle Lomeli
Alfredo Lopez
Claudia Iliana Lopez
Sandra Lopez
Vanessa B. Lopez
Karina Lozano
Tonantzin Graciela Lozano
Jesus Ignacio Lozoya
Karla Mayram Lugo
Josue Rogelio Luna
Javier Magdaleno
Jose D. Maldonado
Renee Louise Malooly
Dominique Denise Mannix
Marisol Marroquin
Corina Judith Marrufo
Zachary David Martin
Cristina Aracely Martinez
Margaret Elizabeth Martinez
Brissa Lourdes Martinez-Sosa
Josue J. Mata
Melanie Ann Browning Matheus
Guy William McGunegle
Araceli Medina
Paloma Medina
Iriz Edna Mendivil
Joanna Mendoza
Tania Mendoza
Carolina Magnolia Meraz Lozano
Michelle Denise Millen
Maria Luisa Minjares-Villalobos
Karina Itzel Miranda
Vianney Miranda
Carlos Rafael Moctezuma
Sara Liliana Molina Payan
Lezlye Monarrez
Jorge Eduardo Montelongo II
Hector Montero
Isai Montero
Christian Martin Monzon
Shannyn Bethany Moose
Arturo Morales
Daniela Morales
Istiban Abraham Morales
Marissa Nicole Morales
David Moreno
Jazmin Moreno
Karina Iliana Moreno
Daniela Moriel-Valdivia
Alejandro Munoz
Cecilia Adriana Munoz
Edith Munoz
Samantha Michelle Munoz

Joseph Anthony Negron
Ana Elvia Nunez
Crystal Nunez
Hugo Alejandro Nunez
Maria Elena Oaxaca
Ana Laura Ordonez
Ruth Orozco
Stephanie Alejandra Ortega
Roberto Israel Ortega Celaya
Alejandra Marie Ortiz
Sandra Graciela Ortiz
Thalia Ortiz
David Otto
Amy Yvonne Palacios
Chrishauna Michelle Parker
Kasandra M. Payen
Paloma Pelayo
Estefania Perea
Michael Isaac Peregrino
Abraham Perez
Erika Crystal Perez
Lorraine Teresa Perez
Melanie Marie Peterson
Itzel Nayeli Pichardo
Viana Pinedo
Shelbie Nicole Ponder
Martha Porras
Elizabeth Portillo
Delilah Y. Quezada
Angel E. Ramirez
Michelle Rae Ramirez
Ruben Arturo Ramirez
Stephanie Marie Ramirez
Jeraldine G. Ramos
Karla Abigail Rangel Ortiz
Maria Paula Ransom Ruiz
Steven Pedroza Reed
Andrea Elena Reveles
Idali Reyes
Karina Lizette Reyes
Katherine Reyes
Irvin Alexander Reyna
Eric M. Reza
Sonia Rhein
Adrian Rincon
Emilia Onzures Rios
Salvador Rios Jr.
Mara C. Rivas
Mayra Angelica Rivera Zamora
Jeanette Guadalupe Rodarte
Christine Rodriguez
Frank Justin Rodriguez
Joel Rodriguez
Michael Rodriguez
Daniel Rodriguez Jr.
Michelle Rojas
Nicole A. Ronquillo
Erika Guadalupe Rosales
Alyssah Vielka Roth
Jessica Ruiz
Marbeth R. Ruiz
Cristy Ann Russell
Maria A. Saenz
Stephanie Salazar
Alejandra Salinas

SPECIAL CONGRA
UNIVERSITY
RELATIONS

ACCOUNTING
DEPARTMENT

VICE PRESIDENT FOR
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS

U L AT I O N S

NER5
Cesar Humberto Salinas
Michael Salloum
Alan Lorenzo Sanchez
Diana Sanchez
Pedro Enrique Sanchez
Gerardo Sanchez Aros
Edgar Gerardo Sanchez-Crespo
Guadalupe Vanessa Sarellano
Jesus Abdiel Saucedo
Jennifer Schaefer
Dustin Nicholas Schirmer
Barbara Helene Schmidt
Marcus C. Seegers
Ricardo Segoviano Jr.
Carlos Ricardo Serna
Ellisia Noami Shafer
Alan Ezquerra Shanahan
Gustavo Alejandro Sias
Jose Luis Silva
Aaron Lujan Smith
Stephen Paul Snyder
Samantha Jo Stephens
Richard Alan Taylor
Brenda Terrazas
Maritza Terrazas
Yolanda Sarai Tiemann
Ricardo Tinajero
Kimberly Marie Trejo
Victor Eduardo Trujillo Jr.
Esther Valenzuela
Karla Janelle Valenzuela Peralta
Thomas Valles
Aneli Marie Vasquez
Carlos Tomas Vasquez
Caroline Goretti Vazquez
David Issac Vazquez
Sydney Anja Vazquez
Diana Lizeth Vega-Rojas
Bianca Larissa Veloz
Angel Verduzco
Marla Leticia Villalva-Barron
Lorena Villela
Patrick H. Ward
Nancy Lorain Watters
Jennifer Leanne Whelpdale
Lori Anne Whitaker
Lawrence Andrew Wise
Benjamin Gus Woolridge
Alejandra Yerena
Helen Marie Yip
Frederica Diamanta Yoshawirja
Lanica Yu-Richardson
Marco Antonio Zamora
Rosa Luz Zenteno
Bachelor of Fine Arts

Ana Maria Barrueta
Barbara Bernal
David Andrew Corchado
Fernando Enriquez
Rebecca Escobedo
Susana Olivia Flores
Bianca Isabel Gomez
Danielle Hernandez
Jason Rene Lucero

Christopher Jon Macias
Aaron Quinn Martinez
Sarah Elizabeth Mays
Deven James Mc Coy
Francisco Alfredo Melendez
Juan Daniel Pina
Klarissa Marie Robles
Yahaira Nallely Roman
Andrea Saucedo Estala
Olivia C. Silvas
Claudia Muriel Trejo-King
Cristina Stephany Vega Rojas
Martin M. Zubia
Bachelor of Multidisciplinary Studies

Robert Wayne Anderson
Bernadette Avalos
Robert Matthew Barton
Conor Raymond Bellegarde
Ana Maria Bernal
Samantha Rae Brooks
Anabel Bueno
Candace Megan Cabler
Pedro Daniel Candelaria Jr.
Tallen Ashley Capt
Briann Edward Castillo
Miguel Gabriel Castro
Joanna Marie Corral
William R. Crews
Eddie Joe Custard
Quintin Lamon Demps
Tiffany Deveze
Ana Luisa Diaz
Peter Nathan Diaz
LaQuintus Antonio Dowell
Marvin Nnamdi Jr. Emetom
Rebecca Esparza
Alejandro Esteban Esparza-Sandy
Michael Anthony Farrar
Kimberly Lorayne Forsyth
Celeena R. Garcia
Rosa Irene Garcia
Troy Lee Gibson
Fernando Gomez
Samantha Judith Gomez
Andrea Marie Gonzales
Esmeralda Gonzalez
Stephanie Marie Graham
Ian Ivory Hamilton
Erika Held
Juan Jose Heredia
Hector Alejandro Hernandez
Martina Concepcion Hinojosa
Latisha Denise Hinton
Krystle Marie Holguin
Dustin Scott Hollingsworth
Kyle Rene Horvath
Alonso Ibarra
Arthur Joseph Imai
Mark Edward Jackson
Adrian K. James
Katelyn Elise Johnson
Xavier Olawale Jones
Victor Hugo Lechuga
Melissa Martinez Leyva

Rocio Loera
Andrew Jude Lopez
Dora Guadalupe Lopez
Luis R. Lopez
Claudia Medina
Kandyce Joy Meza
Klarissa Mijares
Miraya Alexis Montiel
Elizabeth Morales
Antonio Samuel Mota
Valerie Ann Munoz
Kelsey Mae O’Leary
William Dexter Pate
Abril Maciel Perez
Grecia Idalhi Picazo
Rebecca Ponce de Leon
Anahi Quezada
Rachel Muniz Quintanilla
Robert Ray Ramirez
Sotero David Ramirez IV
Salvatore Enrique Rayas
Irene LouAnn Rivera
Ruby Rivera
Brenda Marie Robles
Ana Karen Rojas
Jonathan Adrian Roman
Jorge Luis Salas Jr.
Bernadette Ann Sank
Jarrad Michael Shaw
Candace Nicole Smith
Phillip McKinney Smith
Telecia Yvette Sparks
Caroline S. Stephan
Ruben Carlos Stoeltje
George Walter Teixeira
Cynthia Torres
John Bernard Trott
Alejandra Vasquez
Jessica Marie Watson
Julian Scott Williams-Washburn
Bryce Easton Wylie
Juan Antonio Zavala Jr.
Bachelor of Music

Armando Aguirre III
Kathryn Elyse Andrade
Richard Isaac Beltran
Emperatris Cabrera
Christian Paul Chesanek
Alexandro Contreras
Michael Anthony Garcia
John David Guevara
Gabriel Gutierrez
Rocio Adriana Martinez Penner
Cesar Emanuel Ramirez
Ismael Reyes
Juan Miguel Rodriguez
Mario Anthony Xavier Tenorio
Bachelor of Science

Christian Pritzel Castillo
D’Ann Marrie Duchene
Vanity Nicole Flores
Joy P. Hewitt
Lissette Christina Maldonado

Sarah Nicole Pantoja
Candice Autumn Pochick
Ana Carolina Rodriguez
Ashley Nicole Rodriguez
Christian Ruiz
Monica Marcela Saenz
Stephanie A. Shaw
Wendy Arlene Soto
Reyna Janneth Zubiate
COLLEGE OF SCIENCE
Bachelor of Science

Rudy Ricardo Acosta
Myriah L. Acuna
Ivan Aguilar
Alexa Elena Aguirre
Erika Aguirre
Jowan Chahe Ahmaed
Zain A. Al-Marayati
Omar Arturo Alanis
Jesus Alaniz
Yareiry Vanessa Alba
Cassandra Gabrielle Antillon
Denisse Alejandra Arce
Caroline Arellano
Raul Armendariz Jr.
Samira Grace Armijos
Jose Antonio Arredondo Jr.
Andres H. Belmont
Javier Benitez
Allyson Denise Benson
Hector Bernal
Kyle Andres Brito
Munir H. Buhaya
Sergio Burciaga
Athyla Marie Carrasco
Cynthia Carreon
Amanda Giovany Carrillo
Viridiana Carrillo
Cecilio Marcos Castaneda
Rodrigo Castillo
Andrea Estefanie Chavez
Catherine Isabel Chavez
Stefanie Cisneros
Jose Hector Conde
Daniel Ramon Contreras
Elizabeth Corral
Waldo Cuellar
Christopher Dallo
Matthew Dallo
Daniel De Anda
Lorenzo G. De La Torre
Oscar Alan Delgado Talamantes
Celina Lynn Duran
Jose Santiago Enriquez
Claudia N. Felix
Javier Arturo Fernandez Jr.
Tanya Renee Fillingham
Yamileth Fong
Brian Emmanuel Frescas
Christina Alexis Frias
Maria Isabel Gallardo
Arthur Ruben Gallegos

Luis Galvan
Priscila Galvan
Bernadette Gamboa
Aaron Osvaldo Garcia
Belen Garcia
Jennifer M. Garcia
Joshua Allen Garcia
Celia Garcia Amparan
Kayla Roshelle Garza
Ethan Deion Gaytan
Chloe Olivia Glover
Dora Alicia Gomez
Sebastian Gomez
Valerie Gonzales
Brenda Teresa Gonzalez
Earlyne Gonzalez
Jessica Astrid Gonzalez
Jessica Gonzalez
Victor Manuel Gonzalez Vazquez
Ariel Isaac Gonzalez-Guevara
Summer Star Green
Leonel Griego
Luis Javier Guanche
Jorge Daniel Guerra
Myra Guerrero
Alexandra Julieta Gutierrez
Gustavo Guzman
Rodney Alexander Hansen
Sophia Nicole Hantzopulos
Jourdan Dean Harper
Diana Marie Hernandez
Ivan David Hernandez
Brittany Marie Herrera
Christian Brandon Honsaker
Roxana Hurtado
Candace Rene Hvizdak
Dawn Rae Jerome
Lauren Frances Katada
Audrey Julie Lacerte
Angel J. Lerma
Melissa Lizardo
Michael John Lopez
Vianay Lopez
Perla Angelica Lozano
Marc Andrew Lucero
Beatriz Lujan
Natalie Marie Macias
Sergio G. Macias
Beatriz Del Carmen Madrigal
Sanchez
Evelyn Maldonado
Jose Eduardo Marin Sanchez
Melissa Gerisim Marrufo
Claire Marie Martinez
Irene Martinez
Isaac Alejandro Martinez
Hector Javier Matar
Vanessa Nicole Medina
Erika Mercado
Sebastian Montalvo
Alexa Noel Montoya
Carlos Humberto Murillo
Christopher Lee Nabhan
Kayla Sarah Novoa
Tayler Ann O’Hayre

ATULATIONS FROM:
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE

T H E U N I V E R S I T Y O F T E X A S AT E L PA S O

VICE PRESIDENT FOR
BUSINESS AFFAIRS

NEW STUDENT
ORIENTATION

Joanna Arleen Olivas
Darleen Shirley Olsen
Hector Rodolfo Ornelas Jr.
Beu Primavera Oropeza
Gabriel Angel Orozco
Aaron Ortega
Arturo Ortega
Catalina Ortega
Jimmy Jesse Ortega
Kameron Jordan Ortiz
Erik Marcel Pacheco
Ana Padilla
Diana Leticia Padilla
Amanda Pak
Nayell Alexandra Palomino
Victor Yuanhao Pang Huang
Stephanie Paredes
Victor Manuel Parga Jr.
Hanna Soﬁa Pena
Jaime Daniel Pena
Jasmine Peralta
Illian Mayela Perez
Andre Fernando Perez Orozco
Stephanie Pichardo
Angelica Pineda-Celis
Lawrence Portillo
Michelle Monique Portillo
Juan Prado Jr.
Liliana Maria Quevedo
Joel Alberto Quinones
Daniel Hector Ramirez
Paola Aseret Ramos Villegas
Samara Chabeli Resendez
Perla Anahi Retana
Marissa Marie Reyna
Bianca Isabel Rivas
Shani Lineth Rivera
Samantha Nicole Rodela
Bianca Vanesa Rodriguez
Claudia Berenice Rodriguez
Ruby Esmeralda Rodriguez
Veronica Romero
Clarissa Francisca Rosa
Ashley Janette Rosiles
Luis Rucobo
Armando Salazar Esquivel
Nasim Ghassan Salloum
Ruben Salmeron
Linda Gissel Samaniego
Anahi Sanchez
Edward C. Sanchez
Christian Javier Sandoval
Laura Isabel Saucedo
Julie Marie Schlichte
Jasmin Rocio Segovia
Natalia Amanda Sillas
Fatima Renee Smith
Sal Solis
Jasmine Idessa Sotelo
Maricruz Soto
Rebecca Annette Soto
Anahis Tena
Jose Tobias
Campbell Aaron Tole
Diana Torres

THE UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT EL PASO
CLASS OF 2015
Isaac Gabriel Torres
Genevieve Torrez
Minh Nhat Do Tran
Blanca Farai Trenti
Raymond Perry Turner II
Clarissa Valles
Anthony Jesus Vasquez
Jonathan Vazquez Perez
Adam Joseph Vera
Chantal Vidal
Jose Manuel Villanueva
Rhonda Jo Whiteman
Danielle Cristine Willis
Zachary Joseph Young
Brian Zamarripa Roman
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies

Stacy Denise Acosta
Marcela Ivon Aguayo
Aide Giovanna Argueta
Daniela Edith Armendariz
Rene Travis Balandran
Giselle Alyss Bustamante
Diana Carrera
Mark Anthony Carrillo
Rebecca Ceballos Antunez
Jacob Eric Chavez
Nancy Chavira
Veronica Alexis Contreras
Daniel Correa Jr.
Jazmin Correa
Brandi Kay Cromeans
Adriana Cruz
Jeanette Davis
Karim De La O
Joshua M. De Lao
Iliana De Leon
Yesenia Diaz
Daniela Garcia
Melissa Ashley Garcia
Veronica Guadalupe Garcia
Viridiana Garcia
Marilyn Gomez
Javier Jose Gonzalez
Aimee Granados
Gloria Guerra
Laura Carolina Guerra-Villalobos
Andrea Guevara
Cynthia Leticia Hernandez
Valerie Hill
Colleen Anne Hohman
Shana Starr Long
Leeann Macias
Bianca Alexis Martinez
Briana Elena Martinez
Edwar Omar Martinez
Jennifer Ann Martinez
Paloma Azahi Martinez
Lindsey Elaine Mendez
Adam Alexander Meza
Ashley Marie Mireles
Jose Luis Morales
Daniel Alan Najera
Margie Olivas
Erica Ortiz
Claudia Regina Perales
Jennifer Percastegui-Roque
Cynthia Cristal Perez
Stacy Perez
Iris Y. Renteria
Janelle Eve Reyes
Ana Laura Rios
Arianna Marina Rojas
Refugio Rojas
Stephen John Ross
Brittany Danielle Simonds
Melody Collins Smith
Samantha Soltero
Claudia Grizzet Sosa
Jacqueline Isabel Urueta
Dolores Cecilia Valencia
Maria J. Valencia
Aileen Armida Vargas
Naomi Ann Vasquez
Claudia Flores Venegas
Paul Zamarripa
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
Bachelor of Business Administration

Robert Lawrence Alba
Bonnie G. Allen
Ana Victoria Alonso Bunsow
Melissa Ann Alva
Javier Adrian Alvarado
Juan Carlos Alvarado
Marcos Alvarado
Evelyn Amaya
Jose Luis Arellano Jr.
Eunice Yvette Arrieta
Hannah Renae Asuchak
Sarah Elizabeth Atkinson
Julio Cesar Ayala
Dareen Osama Azzam
Jacob Joseph Baca
Felipe Alberto Baltazar
Raul Anthony Bardales

Samuel Barraza
Daniela Fernanda Barraza
Escudero
Jennifer Rose Barredo
Giovanna Paola Barron
Hope Lauren Barron
Patrick Anthony Baughman
Susan A. Beltran
Rogelio Tomas Bernal
Kathryn Eileen Bohle
Lorenzo Manolo Borrego
Anallely Borunda
Jordan Michael Bowles
Floyd Breninek
Jazmin Candace Buchberg
Michelle Elizabeth Bueno
Wedd Younis Bukhari
Kristen Rose Connie Bustamante
Daniela Caballero Posadas
Joshua Austin Calderon
Keith Jeremy Camacho
Eduardo Campos
Elizabeth Ann Canales
Rafael Carmona
Marissa Anne Carrillo
Pablo Castanon III
Maribel Castello
Javier Enrique Castrejon
Erika Ramirez Castro
Lorenso Ceballos Jr.
Ian Karim Chufani
David Cisneros
Jesus Cisneros Jr.
Cynthia Ivette Corella
Jose Salvador Cortez
Ricardo Cos
Karla Irma De La Torre
Joel Andrew Delgado
Joshua David Diaz
Javier Dominguez
Brandon Joseph Duran
Mirka Yadeth Duran Vega
Rebecca Jean Enchinton
Gibran Erives-Moriel
Vanessa Esparza
Alejandro Eduardo Fierro
Daniel E. Fierro
Elizabeth Kay Fierro
Jorge Alberto Flores
Joseph Anthony Flores
Stephanie Alexa Flores
Megan Jane Fuentes
Elizabeth Gallegos
Thalia Carolina Gamboa
Melissa Vianney Gameros
Eduardo Pascual Gandara
Amaris Garcia
Astrid Georgina Garcia
David Alejandro Garcia
Luis Garcia
Nicole Demi Garibay
Jose Angel Gomez
Elizabeth Gonzalez
Javier Enrique Gonzalez
Lydia Crystal Gonzalez
Omar Allen Gonzalez
Samuel Esteban Gonzalez
Villaosbaldo Gonzalez Jr.
Oscar Adrian Gonzalez Faudoa
Monique Groeschel
Matthew James Grupp
George Manuel Guerrero Jr.
Claribel Gutierrez
Jose Fernando Gutierrez De La
Rocha
Emily Marie Headley
Kimberly Lauren Hernandez
Lilia Cristina Hernandez
Omar Francisco Hernandez
Teresa Marie Hernandez
Baltazar Herrera III
Carolina Herrera
Brianda Priscilla Herrera Perez
Felicia Nicole Hoats
Pei Chieh Hsu
Sylvia Guadalupe Jaramillo
Julio Cesar Jimenez
Vianneiy Jimenez
Joy Ann Joslin
Cary Lamar Lawson
Erik T. Ledesma
Alejandra Leon-Jasso
Adriana Dalila Limon
Bjorn Klaus Michael Loeding
Kristina Marie Lopez
Walter Ricardo Lopez
Jacob Frank Loya
Sandra Lozada
Carlos Rafael Lozano Jr.
Daisy Marie Lucero
Jeanne Rocio Luna
Isaac Madero
Gilbert Jay Magana
Thomas Charles Magee-Samano Jr.
Alejandro Adrian Maldonado
Carmen Manzanares
Mark Anthony Manzanares
AdriAnn Martinez
Denise Martinez
Isaac Andrew Martinez
Karen Rocio Matamoros
Teresa Caroline McCarthy

Aeisha Anne McDavid
Claudia Maria Mejia Uribe
Michael Angel Melendez
Erick Martin Mendez
Jacqueline Mendoza
Mauricio G. Mercado
Jessica Alejandra Meza
Rocio Sarahi Mingura
Cristina Miranda
Jacqueline Marie Molina
Alejandra Molinar
Miguel Angel Molinar
Alejandra Monge
Jackelin Montelongo
Osvaldo Montelongo Griego
Gabriel Ruben Mora
Amanda Morales
Angela Yvonne Morales
Isaac Moreno
Mayra Alejandra Moreno
Rocio Vanessa Navarro
Victor Jesus Navarro
Josuhe Neri
Jocelyn Nevarez
Berenice Novela
Dustin P. O’Leary
Timothy Shay O’Leary
Erik Eduardo Oaxaca
Paulina Ivette Ochoa
Erica Andrea Olivas
Carlos Adrian Ontiveros
Rosa Isela Orozco
Jose Orozco Zamora
Marco Antonio Pacheco
Amy Rosalie Padilla
Phillip David Pandy Jr.
Dirk Dee Patterson
Galia Isabella Perez
Raymundo Perez
Dalia Viviana Pinon
Priscilla Porras Laureano
Aaron Antonio Prangner
Fernando Ivan Quinones
Esteban Quintanilla
Edwin Ramirez-Homs
Erica Y. Ramos
Michael Raymundo
Walter Recoder Gonzalez
Jessica Reta
Alberto Reyes Jr.
Isaac Refugio Reyes
Suzanne K. Richards
Jaime Riosvelasco-Saenz
Jonathan Young Roberson
Lizbeth Rodarte
Ashley Rodriguez
Cesar I. Rodriguez
Marissa Adriana Rodriguez
Monica Lizeth Rodriguez
Paulina Rodriguez
Telma O. Rodriguez
Hector Antonio Rodriguez Alva
Sarah Catherine Ruiz
Crystal Saenz
Luis Rene’ Saenz Jr.
Ramon Esteban Salais
Mario A. Salas
Jose Antonio Salazar
Kendall Shea Samaniego
Michael Arturo Samaniego
Juishree V. Samant
Lisa Beth Sanchez
Martha Aracely Sanchez
Veronica Sanchez
Laura Andrea Sandino
Erika Nikole Sano
Priscilla Sein
Jennifer Silva
Miroslava Silva
Genevieve Singer
Gilberto Sosa Acosta
Sean Paul Sterling
Jorge Octavio Suarez
Sergio Alejandro Tanino
Jesus E. Tellez
Christian Teran Lopez
Bertrand Mark Torres
Rosalio Torres Jr.
Amanda Uranga
Harley Urquidi
Cesar Alejandro Vasquez
Joseph Ventura
Marco Enrique Verduzco
Ivan De Jesus Villegas
Analissa Vivar
Tahla M. Wade
Naomi Anne Wagnon
Halle Whitley
Barbara Ann Wilson
Michael Scott Woods Jr.
Liliana Zubia
COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Bachelor of Science

Deneb Marie Acevedo
Ivan G. Acosta Sr.
Luis Alberto Aguilar
Jimena Ivonne Aguirre
Amanda A. Ahumada
Alexandra Alba
Nabil Alomari

Marco Antonio Andrade
Andrea America Armendariz
Cassie Ann Arnold
Jovanna Arreola
Hillary Deanna Avila
Esther Yvonne Barreras
Lydia Denisse Carranco
Robert Justin Carreon
Crystal Carrion
Melissa Castillo
Anthony James Chasco
Jorge Alberto Chi
Grace Ojornile Chimekwene
Jose Manuel Chong
Hazael Jesus Delgado
Cassandra Jo Diaz
Xavier Alejandro Diaz
Kimberly Joanna Escobar
Dawn M. Escobedo
Ishmael Cyrus Espinal
Susana Magdalena Espinoza
Lilia Cynthia Favela
Rebeca Favela
Denisse Adriana Ferrer-Silveyra
Michelle Josie Galvan
Elizabeth Gandara
Edinson G. Garcia
Evelyn Garcia
Ana Emilia Garibay
Issac Gonzalez
Alejandro Granillo
Valerie Frances Heinrich
Tamra Dawn Hendren
Michelle Holguin
Westin Wayne Humble
Pamela Marie Isita
Juan Manuel Jaramillo
Marie Audrie LeBlond
Georgina Louise Macias
Jacqueline Maese
Nidia Angelica Martinez
Eliza Mendez
Alejandra Mireles
Anthony Michael Moye
Cassie Alison Nares
Luis Raul Nevarez
Lizbeth Octuna Batista
Alejandra Ortiz
Vanessa Pinon
Alberto Portillo Jr.
Bianca Olivia Quinones
Mamie Michelle Ramirez
Juan Alberto Remigio
Ricardo Robledo Grajeda
Karlo Asrael Rodriguez
Krystal Lee Rodriguez
Krystal Rodriguez
Naomi Rodriguez
Ricardo Melo Rodriguez
Andrea Isabella Rosales
Jennifer Rosales
Jamil Mikhael Saliba
Sandra Andrea Salinas
Alexandra Renee Sanchez
Christine Marine Santa Cruz
Amanda Justine Santana
Veronica Beatriz Santos
Magaly Segovia
Casey Lynn Sholtis
Aileen Melissa Soto
Ginalen Stephanie Soto
Harold Zermeno Soto Jr.
Adrian Edward Stevens
Kevin Daniel Telles
Brittney Amanda Torres
Christine Victoria Torres
Omar Andres Torres
Trevor James Turner
Roxanna Valdez
Esther Valenzuela
Manuel Vaquera Jr.
Adrian Salvador Varela
Rudy Vega
Mario Gerardo Villegas
Misty Amanda Villegas
Bachelor of Social Work

Kristie Ann Apodaca
Cristina Rebecca Armendariz
Erica Renee Balderrama
Bianca Castrejon
Ashly Nicole Contreras
Cynthia Giselle Cordova
Jo Ann Dindinger
Robert Jonathon Fernandez Jr.
Yanida Gamboa
Leslie Garcia
Lara Yvette Gil
Cynthia Gomez
Ana Laura Gonzalez
Tyanna May Holland
Irma Isassi
Luis Enrique Jacquez
Miguel Jesus Lopez
Ana Luisa Luna
Nancy M. Magallanes
Billy Joe Montgomery II
Ana Zolitzin Munoz Talavera
Elsa Yessenia Napoles
Melissa Olivo
Myriam Judith Ontiveros
Natascha Holguin Poole

Michelle Nicole Regalado
Jacqueline Rodriguez
Neida Susana Rodriguez
Reyna Michelle Rubio
Mayra Irene Soto
Amanda Rae Vasquez
Denisse Andrea Violante
Cassandra Wagoner
Kimberly Williams
Nuvia Williams
Steven Yeh
SCHOOL OF NURSING
Bachelor of Science in Nursing

Alejandra Yamille Acuna
Ricardo Adame
Linna Lorraine Alexander
Mayra Alfaro
Warren Rory Allen
Holly Victoria Alva
Hilda Edith Antillon
Christian Aparicio
Cecilia Aquino
Rosa Isela Aranda
Cynthia Elvira Avila
Sara Monique Ayala
Lee Ann Baize
Jeorgina Balderrama
Maria Esther Barbosa
Kimberly Denise Barrera
Tiffani Lynn Bates
Elizabeth Beltran-Munoz
Janet Bernal
Rebecca Louise Bird
Kayla Rae Black
Connie Lynn Blackwell
Nuria Rivera Bron
Ann Cecilia Brumm
Narja Esther Bryce
Stephanie Cano
Cecilia Cantillo
Luis Armando Carbajal
Matthew Castanon
Jesus Jose Chavez
Joshua Neal Crawford
Dominique Marie David
Joshua Ryan De Anda
Rocio Daniela De La O
Rene’ Michelle DeBerry
Anna Leslie Delgado
Jeannette Rachael Dennis
Talisha Jenelle Dennis
Samantha Ledean Deucher
Cruz Maria Diaz
Cassandra Helene Drury
Alejandro Duran III
Kevin Eckhardt Jr.
Denise Elizabeth Elliott
Erick A. Enriquez-Parra
Alexandra Ximena Escobedo
Adrianna Banda Esparza
Andrea Jacqueline Esparza
Janet Andrea Estrada
Christine Helen Fawcett
Cesar Fernandez
Mayra Denisse Fernandez
Amy Nichole Fidalgo
Eva Laura Flores
Gabriela Ivette Flores
Irene Nayeli Flores
Irene Flores
Pamela Coleman Gable
Karen A. Gallardo
Guadalupe A. Garcia
Laura Lizeth Garcia
Miguel J. Garcia
Rosa Maria Garcia
Samuel David Garcia
Tannia Alexandra Garcia
Molly Elizabeth Garner
Pamela Renee’ Gearn
Bianca Marie Gonzalez
Summer Gonzalez
Corina Grijalva
Priscilla Nohemi Guerrero
Christina Haire
Jana Michelle Haney
Teresa Annette Hemphill
Denise Priscilla Heredia
Estrellita Monica Hernandez
Ilse Maritza Hernandez
Jose Luis Hernandez
Lisa Amber Hernandez
Beatriz Anita Herrera
Jossue Herrera
Christal Holguin
Steven Holguin
Seprina Renee Howard
Carolina Juarez
Nicole Kristen LaBeth
Marie Eve Lacerte
Diana Georgina Lechuga
Suyun Lee
Jon Austin Leeah
Brandy Elaine Lerma
Larry Gene Lewis Jr.
Rosario Lombardo
Melissa Lopez
Angelica Alicia Lujan
Claudia Idaly Lujan

Elizabeth Luna Evans
Graciela Macias
Jorge Enrique Macias
Otto Niel Madrigal
Gabriella Marie Marquez
Jessica Martin
Edward Martinez
Kim Alexis Martinez
Yvonne Alejandra Martinez
Michelle Mateos
Jacqueline M. Mauer
Alia Mauricio
John Michael McGinnis
Kelly Michele Mckinley
Valerie Joanna Medina
Jeanette Mendez
Xochitl G. Mendez
Anahi Janette Meneses
Jeannette Adriana Mitchell
Jessica Alyse Mitchler
Valerie Molina
Rosa Isela Montenegro
Aaron Michael Montes
Ana Montoya - Hernandez
Jessica Mora
Alena Munoz
Dmietress Luecill Myers
Viet Xuan Nguyen
Jaime R. Nunez
Nancy Akinyi Obiero
Stephanie Irene Ortiz
Trace Blaine Owens
Adriana Carolyn Padilla
Roberto Alfredo Padilla Jr.
Robert Michael Parke
Christian Hector Payan
Brenda Selene Perez
Marielle Karyna Perez
Carmen Peterson
Angela Chinasa Pieri
Salvador Rivera Porras Jr.
Robina Nicole Posada
Jennifer Allen Posern
Hanna Minh Quan
Jessica Quinteros
Stephanie Renee Radke-Pence
Carolina Ramirez
Isabel Maria Ramirez
Melinda Kay Reed
Michael James Revels
Soﬁa Rey
Ileana Berenice Rimada
Irene Rivas Rios
Carla Regina Rivas
Zain Zavel Rivas
Corina Rivera
Karen Rodarte
Anna Jeanette Rodriguez
Heber Rodriguez
Librado Rafael Rodriguez
Robyn Elizabeth Rodriguez
Sergio Ivan Rodriguez
Tracey Michelle Rodriguez
Socorro Isabella Rodriguez
Brockman
Ulysses Romo
Steven Rosales
Claudia Ibet Salas
Jacqueline Lazo Salcido
Victoria Lynn Sanders
Lokelani Aipa Sarazen
Lindsey Renee Seipel
Priscilla Perla Sepulveda
Sergio Soto
Mario Gerardo Sotomayor
Robin O. Stemerman
Marilyn Ann Straitwell
Alyssa Marie Tavizon
Hilda Terrazas
Arlene Terrones
Claudia Rocio Teruel
Gina Torre
Katherine Ann Torres
Karina Nicole Valdespino
Denise Valdez
Sumali Valentine
Celina Lucero Valenzuela
Jose Ivan Valenzuela
Maira Christina Valenzuela
Mayra Nathalie Valenzuela
Jose Manuel Varela Jr.
Jasmine Velasquez
Naomi Villa
Claudia Yvette Villalobos
Clarissa Teresa Villalva
Rene Villalva
Ilsse Alejandra Villegas
Jaleesa Denise Wade
Hanna-Jen Ebuen Wang
Theresa Marie Warren
Aaron Seth Weislow
Ashley Nicole Wells
Victoria Zavala
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In-state tuition for DREAMers at risk
BY MARIA ESQUINCA
The Prospector
A row of students dressed in cap
and gowns stood in protest against a
slew of anti-immigration bills introduced into the state legislature this
session at an immigration rally on
Thursday, April 30.

Higher education is an
institution that should reward
individuals based on merit,
on accomplishments, on
good grades, they shouldn’t
be forced to be in a position
of disenfranchisement or
discrimination.

- Claudia Loli,
junior political
science major
The event was organized by the
Border Network for Human Right
in opposistion to SB 1819, SB 3, HB
2912 and HB 11.
Out of the five bills, SB 1819 could
potentially affect more than 100 estimated UTEP students if signed by
Texas Governor Greg Abott.
SB 1819, would repeal a 2001 law
that allows undocumented students
to be considered Texas residents, effectively allowing them to pay instate tuition.
Under the law, anyone who graduated from a public or private high
school, received a high school diploma and has maintained Texas residency for the three years preceding
the diploma is eligible to pay in-state
tuition.
Jacobo Prado, counsel general of
Mexico, said Texas is one of the few
states that allows for this.
However, SB 1819 would amend
existing law by stating that a person
not authorized under federal statute
to be in the country legally cannot be
considered a resident for the purpose
of paying in-state tuition.
“Higher education is an institution
that should reward individuals based
on merit, on accomplishments, on
good grades, they shouldn’t be forced
to be in a position of disenfranchisement or discrimination,” said Claudia Loli, a Deferred Action Against
Childhood Arrival student and junior
political science major.
SB 1819 would also allow an institution of higher education to establish a
policy requiring a person to submit
specific documentation to verify their
authorization under federal statute to
be in the country.
At the rally, a big human-sized
puppet held by a wooden stick was
plastered with the face of Sen. Donna
Campbell, R-New Braunfels, who is
one of the authors of SB 1819. She is
also the chair of the veteran’s affairs
and military installations committee,
a sub-committee on border security,
where the bill will be heard.
“She’s a big advocate against dreamers,” said Oscar Silva, communications affairs and media relations officer for Sen. Jose Rodriguez, D-El
Paso. “They truly don’t have logic that
can be backed up with numbers and
figures. Every single one of these bills
has received bi-partisan opposition.”
According to the Higher Education
Coordinating Board, 20,049 students
in fiscal year 2012 and 24,770 in fis-

see DREAMERS on page A18

cal year 2013 qualified for in-state
tuition.
In her author’s statement for the
bill, Campbell said, “Each undocumented student takes away a valuable
slot at a public university that is technically reserved for a Texas citizen.”
Campbell also cited data based on
the Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board’s numbers, which state
that the cost for providing tuition
benefits for undocumented students
has grown 68 percent over the past
three years.
“If this rate continues, funding for
in-state tuition for undocumented
students will cost Texas taxpayers
$100 million by the year 2020,” she
wrote. “The recent surge of undocumented aliens coming from Central
America, coupled with President
Obama’s questionable executive orders (such as DACA), will likely exacerbate these costs.”
DACA or Deferred Action against
Childhood Arrivals allows Dreamers, or undocumented immigrants
who entered the country before they
were 16, lived in the U.S for at least
five years and are under 31, to be con-

MARIA ESQUINCA / THE PROSPECTOR
Counsel General of Mexico, Jacobo Prado poses in front of the Mexican Consulate in Downtown El Paso.
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Recap of the 2015 Texas Legislation session, tuition and immigration bills filed, among others
BY ALONSO MORENO
The Prospector
Maria Esquinca contributed to this
story.
January 2015 not only marked the
beginning of the new semester at
UTEP, it also marked the beginning
of the 84th Texas legislative session,
which was set to be a heated one with
issues such as education, gun rights
and immigration.
The Texas Legislature meets in a
regular session every two years, convening on the second Tuesday in
January of every odd-numbered year.
These biennial sessions are limited to

140 days. The governor can also call
additional special sessions as necessary, which cannot exceed 30 days.
The 84th Legislative Session is January 13 through June 1, 2015.
Here is a recap on some the most
prominent bills The Prospector featured from this session:
Higher Education

1. Revoking In-state Tuition
for Dreamers

In 2001, Texas was the first state
to introduce a law allowing undocumented students to pay in-state tuition rates to attend public universities in the form of HB 1403. The bill

FILE PHOTO
allowed undocumented immigrant
students to pay in-state tuition rates
as long as they graduated from high
school or received a GED in Texas.
They also must have lived in the state
for three years or more and sign and
affidavit affirming that they were
seeking legal residency. According to
data from The Center for Public Policy Priorities, about 24,770 non-citizen resident students out of 1,303,684
total students (1.9 percent of total students) benefited from HB 1403.
This year’s legislative session saw
the introduction of legislation to repeal the Texas Dream Act by State
Rep. Jonathan Stickland, R-Bedford.
Texas Lt. Gov.-elect Dan Patrick said
he wants to end the act, and Governor Greg Abbott has indicated he
wouldn’t veto any repeal efforts.

Pertinent legislation:
HB 209 Status: filed
HB 360 Status: filed
HB 586 Status: filed
SB 1819 Status: Pending committee

2. Re-regulate Tuition Rates

Texas lawmakers have also taken on
the task of tackling the increased cost
of state colleges and universities. Prior
to 2003, the Texas Legislature was responsible for setting tuition rates, but
since opting to abdicate that power,
the statewide average for tuition and
fees has more than doubled. However,
according to a Texas Tribune analysis,
only nine of the state’s 38 four-year
public institutions and fees went up at
higher rate after 2003 than they did in
the decade before it.
State Sen. Charles Schwertner, RGeorgetown, introduced a bill that
would re-regulate tuition by capping
increases at the rate of inflation, and
State Rep. Mary Gonzalez, D-Clint,
also authored a similar bill as well.
Senate Higher Education Committee Chairman Kel Seliger, R-Amarillo,
and Sen. Rodney Ellis, D-Houston,
have both also filed legislation that
would re-regulate tuition. The bill by
Seliger would tie tuition increases to
performance measures, and the Ellis
bill would require universities to get
approval from lawmakers before increasing tuition.
According to information provided
by The Texas Tribune, from 1993 to
2003 UTEP saw a tuition percent increase of 179.32 percent and a 95.40
percent increase from 2003 to 2013.
Pertinent legislation:
HB 89 Status: filed
HB 233 Status: filed
HB 255 Status: filed
HB 793 Status: filed
HB 827 Status: filed

3. Immigration Issues

Sanctuary Cities
Texas legislators also focused on so
called “sanctuary cities,” which is the
term for government entities that forbid local peace officers from enforcing federal immigration laws, including asking the immigration status of
someone detained or arrested.
Senate Bill 185 by state Sen. Charles
Perry, R-Lubbock, would cut off state
funding for local governments or
governmental entities that adopt policies such as the ones described above.
According to state Sen. Sylvia Garcia, D-Houston, the bill would encourage racial profiling.
“I think it puts Texas on the wrong
track,” Garcia said during a debate for
the bill. “It will lead to racial profiling
and it will give people cover.”

Texas is home to 13 sanctuary cities, amongst them Austin, Dallas
and Houston. El Paso is not amongst
those listed in Texas.
Pertinent legislation:
SB 185 Status: filed
SB 160 Status:filed
HB 592 Status: filed
Border Security Package
Texas Legislation introduced a
three-part border security package,
which Gov. Greg Abbott has declared
a legislative priority.
House Bill 10 by state Rep. Senfronia Thompson, D-Houston, House
Bill 11 by state Rep. Dennis Bonnen,
R-Angleton, and House Bill 12, by
state Rep. Oscar Longoria, D-Mission, were presented to House members as part of a broad border security
package.
Thompson’s bill would increase the
penalties for human trafficking, Bonnen’s bill would increase the number
of Texas Department of Public Safety
officers on the border, establish a
catchall intelligence center in Hidalgo County to analyze border crime
data and create a voluntary corps of
retired DPS officers all in the span of
two years.
Longoria’s bill would fund the Border Prosecution Unit, a body that was
established to help border prosecutors
handle increased caseloads. It consists
of 17 jurisdictions that include counties on the state’s border with Mexico
and other surrounding areas.
Gov Greg Abbott has stated in the
past that the Obama administration
has done a poor job of securing the
border.
Pertinent legislation:
HB 10 Status: approved by House
HB 11 Status: approved by House
HB 12 Status: approved by House

4. Gun Rights and Marijuana
Gun Rights

Since the start of the session, Texas legislators have taken aim at gun
rights in the state and the possibility
of expanding them.
Senate Bill 17 from state Sen. Craig
Estes, R-Wichita Falls, and House Bill
910 by Committee Chairman Larry
Phillips, R-Sherman, would allow
concealed handgun license owners to
openly carry a handgun in public.
Since 1995, Texans have been able
to carry concealed handguns if they
complete a training class and obtain a
license. However, the state is also one
of six states that prohibit unconcealed
display of handguns outside of private
property.

see RECAP on page A22
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UTEP team wins second place in Desal Prize competition
BY MARIA ESQUINCA
The Prospector
On Earth Day, a team of UTEP professors along with the help of students
placed second in the Desal Prize, a Securing Water for Food Challenge, in
which competitors had to create technologies that can be used by farmers
for crops in developing countries.
The challenge was launched by the
U.S. Agency for International Development, the Swedish International
Development Cooperation Agency
and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
the Kingdom of the Netherlands.
The UTEP team competed against
69 other teams and was comprised by
Tom Davis, director of the Center for
Inland Desalination, Melynda Cappelle, associate director of CID, and
Shane Walker, associate professor of
engineering. Their second-place win
secured them $60,000 and the ability
to receive $400,000 in grant funds to
implement their pilot projects in rural farms in a USAID mission region.
“We finished behind MIT, which
is pretty good in my book,” Cappelle
said.
Finalists had to fulfill several criterion, including technologies that had
to be powered solely by renewable
energy, high-system water recovery,
minimization of environmental effects, cost efficiency and durability
among others.
“The idea is to incentivize research
and innovation, so these technologies
will be implemented,” Cappelle said.
“This is all about economic development in the larger sense.”
According to the Securing Water
For Food website, often groundwater
is brackish, water that is saltier than

RUBY CERINO / THE PROSPECTOR
UTEP professors and students placed second place in the Desal Prize, a Securing Water for Food Challenge.
freshwater but not as salty as saltwater and not suitable for consumption
leading to low crop yields and salinization of the soil.
Projections estimate that by 2025,
two thirds of the population could
be living in severe water shortage
conditions.
“The purpose of this was to take
groundwater that is unsuitable for irrigation and treat it to make it more
suitable, and different research groups
had different ideas about how they
were going to do this,” Davis said.
The technology used by the UTEP
team is called Zero Discharge Desalination, and was created by Davis
when he worked in the University of
Southern California alongside Sandia

National Laborotaries and the Federal Bureau of Reclamation, but was
improved upon when he arrived at
UTEP.
“We’ve scaled it up, made it more
efficient and we understand it a lot
better than we did when I was at
South Carolina,” Davis said.
The water treated by the team
had high concentrations of calcium
sulfate, also known as gypsum, the
same mineral that composes the
white sands of White Sands National
Monument.
“Because there’s so much gypsum
in the soil, rain percolating through
the soil will dissolve the gypsum and
produce ground water that is nearly
saturated in gypsum, Davis said.

Usually brackish water is treated by
a process called reverse osmosis, but
because of the high calcium sulfate
concentrations found in the water,
this process only yields 70 to 75 percent of desalinated water.
“We combine two membrane processes to produce three things—
drinkable water, agriculture water
and waste drain bloated with gypsum,” Cappelle said.
The two membranes are called Dow
NF90 membranes and Dow NF270
membranes, and after those processes, the water is fed into an electrodialysis metathesis system.
“The calcium ions from the gypsum
associate with chloride ions from the
sodium chloride and the sodium ions

associate with the sulfate from the
gypsum,” Davis said. “By separating
the calcium and the sulfate, we can
produce very soluble salts.”
After the process, the gypsum taken
out of the ground water forms a solid
material that can be used for other
things such as building materials or
augmentation of the soil.
According to Davis, with reverse
osmosis and EDM, the team was able
to get a 98 percent fresh water recovery because they can take gypsum out
as a solid material.
“This is different from most other
techniques dealing with a gypsumrich groundwater,” he said. “Our ability to make a solid material and have a
solid byproduct rather than having a
large volume of concentrated solution
makes our process very attractive for
better utilization of the ground water.”
UTEP students helped with the
construction of the solar panels needed to build the system, which had to
be completely powered by renewable
energy.
Gustavo Puiatti, senior environmental engineering major and exchange student from the Brazilian
Mobility Scientific program, was one
of the students that helped.
He worked with water treatment
technologies back in Brazil and would
like to do so in the future.
“We can use the new technologies
to give good water quality to the population,” Puiatti said.

Maria Esquinca may be reached at theprospectordaily.
news@gmail.com.
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Community reacts to anti-immigration bills

MICHAELA ROMAN/ THE PROSPECTOR
More than 300 El Pasoans marched on April 30 through downtown to protest anti-immigration bills.

DREAMERS from page 15
sidered a low-priority deportee, and
allows them benefits such as getting a
social security card, a drivers license
and work authorization.
“What we have been doing is to tell
these kids to take advantage if you are
really able to obtain DACA. It is not
a regulation program, but it solves
the problem temporarily,” Prado said.
“We are working with lawyers, with
organizations, with the community
so they can do something. It is not

the best scenario, but it is what can
be done.”
According to UTEP officials, there
are about 130 Dreamers enrolled in
the university.
“We are closely following the discussion regarding DREAM Act
(DACA) students in Texas and will
wait to see how it will affect the 130
students to which it applies,” UTEP
President Diana Natalacio said in an
e-mail. “We are committed to providing access and excellence to all students with the talent and motivation

to pursue their educational goals, regardless of their background.”
According to the Immigration Policy Center as of 2014, 673,417 young
people have applied to the program
and 553,197 have been approved.
“I myself am a DACA student and
I graduated high school magna cum
laude and had over $200,000 in scholarships, which I couldn’t receive due
to my immigration status,” Loli said.
“UTEP was one of the few schools
who took me in and allowed me to
continue my education by allowing

me to pay in-state tuition. Making
me pay out-of-state tuition now is
inhumane.”
Critics of SB 1819 add that it does
not make economic sense.
“They’re paying tuition…and they
are spending their money here. They
contribute to the local economy,”
Prado said.
The UnDACAmented Research
Project by the Immigration Policy
Center, surveyed 2,684 DACA-eligible adults and found that 60 percent
of DACA beneficiaries had obtained

a new job since receiving DACA, and
45 percent had increased their earnings. Due to the wage increase, it
allowed for a wider tax base and an
increase to the economy.
“As immigrants, we contribute to
the economy, we contribute to the
schools, we contribute to our community,” Loli said.
Maria Esquinca may be reached at theprospectordaily.
news@gmail.com.
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INBRIEF
“THE FUTURE IS HERE”

“AMERICAN SNIPER”

From 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. on May 7, an opening reception will be held for “The Future Is Here,” a senior graphic design portfolio exhibition will be held
for the Spring 2015 semester. Exhibition Dates will
be from May 7 to May 18.

At 6 p.m. on Wednesday May 6, Military Appreciation Week 2015 Discussion Panel and Film Presentation of “American Sniper” will be shown at the
Union Cinema. A discussion panel will be held before the movie and the film will start at 7:15 p.m.

NATIONAL NURSES WEEK

STUDENT ART EXHIBITION

UTEP will celebrate National Nurses Week at 8
a.m. at City Hall, May 5 at 300 N. Campbell with
a proclamation where the El Paso City Council will
proclaim the week of May 6-12 as National Nurses
Week.

The Annual Juried UTEP Student Art Exhibition
Opening Reception will take place from 5 p.m.
to 7:30 p.m. on May 8 at the Rubin Center. The
exhibit runs until Saturday July 18.

Join UTEP’s Alumni Association (whether you want to or not)
BY BEN WOOLRIDGE
The Prospector
As a senior at UTEP
who is graduating
this spring, I began
to make preparations
earlier this month to
take part in the May
16 commencement

ceremony.
My first step was to attend the
graduation clearance workshop,
where I was informed that I was indeed cleared to graduate (cum laude
to boot) and I was encouraged to join
UTEP’s Alumni Association.
According to the person conducting the workshop, UTEP graduates

in the past have not been particularly
interested in joining the association.
She mentioned all the benefits such
as networking with those in the know
about possible job opportunities
and looking cool at tailgate parties
(whoop dee doo).
I appreciated the offer, but my four
years at UTEP has been marked by
one expense after another and I still
needed to pay the graduation fee, in
addition to buying a cap and gown.
No matter the major, every student
learns that UTEP is a business first
and then a university–beginning with
tuition costs, buying books, obtaining parking permits and other various student fees that allow access to
facilities and services that a student

may or may not have time to take advantage of.
There is also food and beverage
stands scattered around campus,
coupled with vending machines
that give UTEP a more corporate
feel—especially amidst the ongoing
construction.
But that’s life on most college campuses in America.
So I went to the UTEP Bookstore
ready to purchase a cap, gown and
tassel, when I was offered a package
deal by a very helpful clerk.
Believing that she was simply providing me with an option, I told her
I only wanted to buy the cap, gown
and tassel.

She informed me that there was
only the package, which includes
a cap, gown and tassel, shirt, coffee mug, medallion, and (wait for it)
a one-year membership to UTEP’s
Alumni Association.
At that moment, I wondered how
many other graduating students were
duped into involuntarily joining the
association.
I wanted to tell her that the bookstore should be declared a crime
scene because of all the robberies that
take place there on a daily basis, but
the cashier was nice. It was a pleasant
shakedown.
I left the bookstore with my new
purchases in hand, while reflecting
on my academic journey at UTEP

that will be coming to an end next
month. And I arrived at the only conclusion that could put all the money
spent, the time invested, the incredible high of studying abroad, the unexpected lows of life-changing events
in its proper perspective—because it
was all worth it.
I would like to thank the staff at The
Prospector, and give a special thanks
to Lorain Ambrocio and Kathleen
Flores for allowing me the opportunity to share my voice.
Ben Woolridge may NOT be reached at theprospectordaily.
news@gmail.com.
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Hard-working seniors are recognized with prestigious award

Top Ten Seniors, top (left): Mayela Aldaz, Jeremiah Alexander Balcazar, Karla Becerra, Joselyn Cardenas Anaya and Lisa Haisan. Bottom (left): Steven Taylor Harmon, Beatriz Madrigal Sanchez, Andre Perez-Orozco, Claudia Preza and Esteban
Quintanilla.

BY JOSE SOTO
The Prospector
As a child, senior mechanical engineering major Joselyn Cardenas
would look up at planes as they flew
by and knew one day she wanted to
help design them. She is now one
step closer to fulfilling her childhood
dream.
Not only is Cardenas about to
graduate, but she is also among the
top graduating seniors, who received
the Top Ten Seniors Award at Honors
Convocation on April 24.
The Top Ten Seniors Awards are
presented annually by the UTEP
Alumni Association. The association
reviews submissions made by graduating or recently graduated seniors,
then chooses its top 10 picks. The
Alumni Association has been honoring seniors with this award since
1993.

Cardenas, along with nine other
UTEP students, was awarded based
on their drive, community service
and hard work.
“I’m a first-generation college graduate,” Cardenas said. “This is a big
deal for me and my family. I feel very
honored.”
To receive the award, seniors need
to have a minimum cumulative 3.25
GPA, provide three recommendation
letters from faculty, staff or advisers
and show sustained involvement on
campus and in the community.
Cardenas is part of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers,
among other UTEP organizations.
She is also the recipient of 15 different
scholarships.
Sonia Villa, associate director of
Alumni Programs and Services, said
the award is one that many students
set out to obtain.

“Students that strive to achieve a
high grade-point average and are involved in both campus life and their
community see it as the ultimate
goal,” Villa said. “They want to be acknowledged for their achievements.”
Villa said students should start aiming for the award as soon as they enter
college.
“Students should strive for excellent
grades and become involved to the
extent possible as soon as they start
attending UTEP,” Villa said. “By the
time they are seniors, their college experience will be reflected in their application. The recognition this award
bestows on the recipients is very rewarding and distinguishes them as
the top students in their class.”
Mayela Aldaz, senior metallurgical
and materials engineering major, is
also one of the 10 seniors who were
awarded. She said the key to receiving

the award is to always “have a sense
of purpose.”
“It isn’t entirely about your grade
point average and grades,” Aldaz said.
“You need to value and appreciate
what you are studying in order to give
it purpose.”
Aldaz said that her community and
family have also been a driving force
behind her motivation to stay focused
on her studies.
Both Cardenas and Aldaz are
among four engineering majors who
received the award. All four are female students.
Alex Balcazar, senior sociology major and health promotions minor, is
another top 10 senior. Balcazar said
the key for him was “finding something special about what you do.”
“It isn’t always about grades,” Balcazar said. “There is more to college that
that. Find something special about
what you are doing so that it matters

to you. You’ll be driven to do your
best if you do so.”
Balcazar is part of the percussion
ensemble at UTEP and a Junior Youth
Empowerment group. He plans to
continue his education at the University of Texas at Houston for a master’s
degree in public health.
Balcazar encourages other UTEP
students

to

always

“strive

for

excellence.”
“Stay focused on your goals and
you’ll achieve good things, such as
this award,” Balcazar said.
Jose Soto may be reached at theprospectordaily.news@
gmail.com.

COLLEGE GRADUATING CEREMONIES
The University of Texas at El Paso will be hosting various graduating ceremonies starting next week. Different colleges have different ceremonies.
The Hooding and certificate ceremony for Ph.D graduates and masters students of the College of Business Administration will begin
at 6 p.m. on Thursday, May 14 at the Plaza Theatre in Downtown El Paso.
The College ceremony for the College of Education will begin at 6:30 p.m. on Friday, May 15 at Magoffin Auditorium.
The Order of the Engineer ceremony for the College of Engineering will begin at 11 a.m. on Saturday, May 16 at Magoffin Auditorium.
The Graduation celebration and hooding ceremony for the College of Health Sciences will begin at 6 p.m. on Thursday, May 7 at Magoffin Auditorium.
Award and Hooding Ceremony for the College of Liberal Arts will begin at 7 p.m. on Thursday, May 14 at Magoffin Auditorium.
Military Science Commissioning Ceremony will begin at 4:00 p.m. on Friday, May 15 at the Union Cinema Union Building East.
The School of Nursing Graduate Recognition Ceremony will begin at 6:30 p.m. on Friday, May 15 at the El Paso Natural Gas Conference Center.
The Undergraduate Pinning Ceremony for the School of Nursing will begin at 6:00 p.m. on May 13 at the Magoffin Auditorium.
The College of Science Ceremony will be on Tuesday, May 12. The ceremony will begin at 6:00 p.m. at the Magoffin Auditorium.
The UTEP Graduating Ring Ceremony will be on Thursday, May 7 from 6:00 to 8:00 p.m. at the El Paso Natural Gas Conference
Center. This ceremony is open to those who have purchased UTEP rings.
The UTEP Graduation Mass will be on Saturday, May 9 at 5:00 p.m. at the Holy Family Catholic Church located at 104 Fewel
Street. Contact the Catholic Campus Ministry at 838-0300.
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The pursuit of graduate school is for the motivated
BY LORAIN AMBROCIO
The Prospector
Many students already know where
they will pursue graduate school, as
acceptance letters rolled in during the
semester.
But for those still contemplating
whether they should go to graduate
school, the age-old question is sure to
be asked after the graduation celebrations have ceased – is it worth it?
As of April 2, the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics reported that the unemployment rate for someone with
a master’s degree was 2.8 percent,
whereas someone with some college
and no degree was 6 percent and
those with an associate’s degree was
4.5 percent.
However, the type of degree a
graduate student pursues depends on
whether they will find employment
after completing the program based
on the demand for the field.
Over the next 10 years, BLS predicted that physical therapy assistants,
audiologists, nurse practitioners, civil
engineers and event planners would
be the occupations in high demand,
among others.
But for some occupations, the median earnings are only slightly different between having a bachelor’s degree and a graduate degree, according
to the Georgetown University Center
on Education and the Workforce.
For example, someone who has a
bachelor’s degree in biology or life
science can expect to make $50,000
per year. Should that individual pursue a graduate degree, their median

GRAPHIC BY LORAIN AMBROCIO / THE PROSPECTOR
earnings almost double, reaching
$85,000 per year.
The opposite is true for humanities or liberal arts majors, where their
median earnings for a bachelor’s degree is $47,000 annually, as opposed
to $65,000 per year for a graduate
degree.
“It’s obvious in many professions,
an increasingly advanced degree is required. More and more employers are
looking for a master’s degree to find
employment,” said Dr. Charles Ambler, dean of UTEP’s graduate school.
Ambler said that there is a substantial gap that occurs between a bachelor’s and master’s degree.
“There’s an economic logic to it, a
professional logic to it, because it puts
you in a position to be considered for
a much wider range of job,” he said.
“There’s a clear relationship between
the training and the kind of education
you receive.”

UTEP’s graduate school program
currently has 20 doctoral programs
and more than 80 master’s and certificate programs.
If a student pursues a research degree, the program will usually pay the
student to complete it, such as with
biology, psychology or chemistry majors. The student is given a stipend,
which helps pay for school and other
expenses, along with being given a
paid research assistant position.
For professional degrees, sometimes employers will pay for the student’s tuition. Scholarships are also
available, depending on the degree
and the student, along with the option to borrow money.
“As long as you stretch out the borrowing, and don’t borrow too much,
it just makes sense to do,” Ambler
said. “If you are a master’s student,
and don’t have that support available,
it is easy to borrow money.”

Adelmar Ramirez, who will receive
his master in fine arts degree in creative writing this spring, said that
graduate school was different from
undergraduate school and provides a
lot of background and knowledge for
doing more of what he wanted to do.
“The last year of graduate school
was kind of on my own–reading
books and applying them to my thesis. It wasn’t someone teaching me
stuff. It was getting information on
my own,” Ramirez said.
Ramirez was in the MFA program
for three years, and the program provided him with a job for each year –
whether being a teaching assistant, an
editor for a journal at UTEP or teaching classes.
These jobs helped him pay for
school, where he only had to pay
$2,000 per semester. He was also
awarded scholarships and grants to
help pay for tuition.
Because of these experiences, he
can now apply at the El Paso Community College to start teaching classes
“When you go to graduate school,
you can apply for financial aid,”
Ramirez said. “The great thing with
graduate school is that you enter it
with a steady job. So I used that money to pay for school and had extra left
over. I really didn’t have anything else
to pay afterward. It is kind of expensive, but it is still worth it.”
Ramirez wants to pursue a doctoral
degree, but will wait another year before starting school again.
“I think I’ve had enough school for
a while since I’ve been going to school
back to back. I’m not in a hurry and I

will wait the year to see my options,”
he said.
However, deciding to attend graduate school for the possible $20,000
extra in median earnings may not be
advisable.
Out of the $1 trillion in outstanding student loan debt for the U.S.,
40 percent of that was from students
pursuing a graduate or professional
degree, according to the New American Foundation.
“You shouldn’t do a graduate degree
if the only reason you’re doing it is to
get more money,” Ambler said. “It requires engagement and commitment
to be successful. You have to be passionate, especially to get at the Ph.D.
level.”
Ambler said that going to graduate school is more about personal
satisfaction.
“Graduate school is not just more
years of college. It’s about further researching what you love, to change
people’s lives and bodies of knowledge,” he said.
Lorain Ambrocio may be reached at theprospectordaily.
news@gmail.com.

CAMPUS
LIFESTYLE
REIMAGINED

T H E U N I V E R S I T Y O F T E X A S AT E L P A S O

HURRY UP AND TELL YOUR FRIENDS TO APPLY WITH YOU NOW.
ON-CAMPUS LIVING HAS NEVER BEEN SO MUCH FUN!
APPLY TODAY
and be part of the first generation
to enjoy this new complex!

STUDENTS WHO LIVE ON CAMPUS TEND TO
be more satisfied with their college experience,
participate more in student activities, have a higher
GPA, and are more likely to GRADUATE ON TIME.
915.747.5352

•
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•
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businesses. Critics say their proposed

Senate Bill 11 from state Sen. Brian
Birdwell, R-Granbury, and House
Bill 937 by state Rep. Allen Fletcher,
R-Cypress, would allow students to
carry concealed handguns on a college campuses.
Both Texas A&M University System Chancellor John Sharp and University of Texas System Chancellor
William McRaven sent letters to be
read during the hearings for “campus
carry.”
McRaven is opposed to the idea of
having guns on university campuses
and stated that doing so would create
less safe environments.
In contrast, Sharp stated that he
felt that he could trust “his students,
faculty and staff to work and live responsibly under the same laws at the
university as they do at home.”
Gov. Abbott stated in the past that
he would support any form of legislation aimed at expanding gun rights in
the state.
“I will sign whatever legislation
reaches my desk that expands Second
Amendment rights in Texas,” Abbott
said during capitol hearings.
Pertinent Legislation
SB 11 Status: approved by Senate
HB 937 Status: filed
SB 17 Status: approved by Senate HB 910 Status: approved by
House

constitutional amendments, SJR 10

5. Decriminalizing marijuana possession

Texas lawmakers have also looked
at marijuana during this legislative session, as five bills have been
brought forward to the House Committee on Criminal Jurisprudence in
efforts to decriminalize the use of the
substance in the state.
House Bill 507 from state Rep. Joseph Moody, D-El Paso, would reduce penalties for possession of less
than one ounce to a $100 fine and no
jail time.
House Bill 325 from state Rep. Gene
Wu, D-Houston, seeks to reduce possession of 0.35 ounces of marijuana
to a Class C misdemeanor. Currently

and HJR 55, would limit the ability
of cities to enforce nondiscrimination
ordinances.
Meanwhile,

several

Democratic

lawmakers have filed legislation to
recognize same-sex marriage in the
state, such as SJR 13 and HJR 34.
These Democrats are also pushing
for legislation to allow both same-sex
parents to be included on a child’s
birth certificate, as well as to repeal
the state law that states homosexual
conduct is an offense.
Pertinent legislation
HB 70 Status: filed
MICHAELA ROMAN / THE PROSPECTOR
Protesters march through the streets of Downtown El Paso in opposition of anti-immigration bills on April 30.
it’s a Class B misdemeanor. House Bill
414, from state Rep. Ron Reynolds,
D-Missouri City, also seeks to lower
the charges on marijuana possession.
House Bill 3326 from state Rep.
Senfronia Thompson, D-Houston,
would decrease the punishment for
certain misdemeanors and felony
offenses involving drug possession,
and House Bill 2165 from Rep. David
Simpson (R-Longview), would repeal
current provisions to end state-level
prohibition on marijuana.
All bills have been left pending in
committee.
HB 325 Status: filed
HB 414 Status: filed
HB507 Status: filed
HB 2165 Status: filed
HB 3326 Status: filed

6. Tuition Revenue Bonds

Tuition revenue bonds are how
the state funds campus construction

projects at public universities, every
other session. The last time this was
done was in 2006.
In the last legislative session in
2013, a plan to provide more than
$2.7 billion to support about 60 campus construction projects around
the state failed to gain final approval
before the legislative session ended.
Because of the lack of funding, many
universities, including UTEP, have
had to delay construction projects.
Senate bills related to this by senators Judith Zaffirini, D-Laredo, Kel
Seliger, R-Amarillo, and Kirk Watson,
D-Austin are all in the higher education committee.
Pertinent Legislation
SB 21 Status: filed
SB 150 Status: filed
SB 245 Status: filed

7. Anti-Gay Rights Legislation

In this legislative session, more
than 20 anti-LGBTQ bills were intro-

duced, a 30 percent increase from the
previous legislative session. Among
them are HB 1747 and 1748, both
authored by state Rep. Debbie Riddle
R-Tomball. HB 1747 would prosecute
transgender individuals for using a
public restroom that is appropriate
for their gender identity, but that does
not coincide with the gender on their
driver’s license. HB 1748 is similar,
but it would prosecute a transgender person for using a public locker
room, shower facility or toilet facility,
appropriate to their gender identity,
but not to the individual’s chromosomes. While HB 2801, authored by
state Rep. Peña R-Pasadena, would
fine school districts up to $2,000 for
allowing students to use a bathroom
or other public facilities that do not
coincide with their sex chromosome.
A number of cities, such as El Paso,
Houston and San Antonio, have
passed nondiscrimination ordinances
that offer some protections for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender people. Legislation by state Sen. Donna
Campbell, R-New Braunfels, and state
Rep. Jason Villalba, R-Dallas, seeks to
protect the religious liberty of small

HB 130 Status: filed
HB 304 Status: filed
HB 453 Status: filed:
HB 537 Status: filed
HB 547 Status: filed
HB 553 Status: filed
HB 582 Status: filed
HB 627 Status: filed
HJR 34 Status: filed
HJR 55 Status: filed
SB 98 Status: filed
SB 148 Status: filed
SB 250 Status: filed
SB 343 Status: filed
SJR 10 Status: filed
SJR 13 Status: filed
For more information on these and
all bills filed during the 84th Texas
Legislature, please visit: http://www.
capitol.state.tx.us/
Alonso Moreno may be reached at theprospectordaily.
news@gmail.com.
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Paying off loans troublesome for many, national student loan debt reaches $1.1 trillion
BY AMANDA GUILLEN

Now inw his fourth year of loan

The Prospector

payments approaching the half way

According to a Pew Research Center Report conducted in 2014, about
four-in-10 U.S. household owners
who are younger than 40 currently
have some student debt.
This is the highest share on record,
some UTEP alums say that loan debt
is something that can make graduation seem less of a joyous time and
more of a daunting one.
Sergio Padilla graduated from
UTEP with a degree in mathematics in 2011, four years later, he is still
struggling to pay off his loan debt.
“My debt level was near the average
for that time, and my monthly payments have been over $300 a month,
which is on the level of a car payment.
I was lucky, however, to be able to find
a job in my field before the six-month
grace period ended, but I very nearly
didn’t,” Padilla said.
The median outstanding student
debt load stands at about $13,000.
Some students may see the grace
period as a clock ticking down the
time to find a job, but an article for
U.S. News and World Report says
that grace periods are meant to help
more than hurt. The report, titled “6
Little-known Facts About Student
Loan Grace Periods,” says that “...
grace periods are a tool meant to help
student loan borrowers start off on
the right foot. Their intent is to give
borrowers some time to find a job and
get themselves financially established
before their student loan payments
come due.”
Regardless of the time, Padilla had
to find a job and he said that keeping
up with the payments and other expenses has not been easy.
“Even with a job, it hasn’t been
easy to make these payments. Factoring in housing, transportation, taxes
and the myriad other expenses postcollege adult life requires, having that
loan payment can make things financially tighter. I don’t have children
yet–and I can’t imagine having any
until my student loans become more
manageable. In order to give myself
some more wiggle room in creating a
life like my parents did after graduating from college, I have had to request
lower payments, which amounts to
basically paying the interest alone.”
A 2014 Survey of Consumer Finances finds that households lead
by a young, college-educated adult
without student debt has about seven
times the typical net worth at $64,700
than households lead by a young, college-educated adult with student loan
debt, who had a net worth of $8,700.
The study also finds that those students with no student debt have accumulated nine times as much wealth
as those with debt–the numbers being $10,900 in wealth for the students
with no debt and $1,200 for those
with debt.
These numbers are significantly
dramatic despite the fact that debtors
and non-debtors have nearly identical
household incomes.
The total balance of student-loan
debt has reached a record high of $1.1
trillion as of 2015.
President Barak Obama’s push for
financial aid overhaul in Congress
ultimately led to a government-subsidized private sector loan program
being entirely shut down.
Once changes to the income-based
repayments were made under the Affordable Care Act, borrowers had to
pay only 10 percent of their income
per month, with the forgiveness
timeline lowered to 20 years. With
legislation now in effect, students
can borrow directly from the federal
government and be eligible for the favored repayment terms.

mark, Padilla advises all graduating
seniors to look into programs that
will help them pay off their student
loans.
“My advice would be to start looking into legitimate programs that
may help you reduce your debt. As a
teacher, I can apply for the TEACH
Grant, which will reduce my debt by
nearly two thirds after working in a
low-income school for five years,” Padilla said. “Different professions may
have different programs. Also only
reduce payments if you truly need
to–or you will be treading water paying mostly interest without making a
dent in your loan. Start paying it back
as soon as you can.”
Amanda Guillen may be reached at theprospectordaily.
news@gmail.com.

HUGO BRITO/ THE PROSPECTOR
About four-in-10 U.S. household owners who are younger than 40 years old currently have some student debt, according to a Pew Research
Center Report conducted in 2014.
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BY FERNANDA LEON
The Prospector
Since the semester began, Deven
James McCoy, senior studio art major, has dedicated his time preparing
artwork for his exhibition.
His project proposal was accepted
at the Campus Office of Undergraduate Research Initiatives (COURI),
a program that seeks to advance research participation among undergraduate students.
“My exhibition is entitled ‘Beyond
Common’ and basically features work
that I have created for research purposes over the course of the last two
semesters,” McCoy said.
McCoy’s research is divided into
two parts. One part focuses on the
illustration of a character named
Common Man, who represents the
mundane social standard of what is
an American citizen. The second part
is the representation of McCoy’s ideas
about the world of illustration.
“I’ve come across tons of people in
the art community who kind of look
down on illustration as an inferior
practice,” McCoy said. “In my opinion, I believe that mentality is due to
the commercial properties typically
associated with creating and replicating illustrative work.”
McCoy found out about the opportunity to apply for his research program with the help of Kim Bauer, associate professor of art and McCoy’s
mentor.
“Deven had been a teaching assistant of mine for a year and I respect
his artwork, commitment to quality,
along with his writing and research
skills,” Bauer said.
McCoy said this semester meant a
lot of work for him where he gained
knowledge. He said art is not only
something that a person can create,
but also something the artist needs to
learn how to communicate and convey .

I honestly could not
have asked for a better
mentor...Mr. Bauer
an excellent resource
both technically and
conceptually.
- Deven James McCoy
senior
studio art major
“I feel like anyone can learn how to
draw or paint well, but being able to
come up with conceptions is something else entirely. It’s actually not a
skill many artists own,” McCoy said.
“I have always been pretty good about
talking about my art and coming up
with ideas, but now I’ve been able to
develop those skills even further to
work hand in hand with my technical ability.”
Professor Bauer became a support
system during McCoy’s research
project.
“I honestly could not have asked
for a better mentor. Not only was
Mr. Bauer an excellent resource both
technically and conceptually, but he
also kept my head on my shoulders
when I felt like it was going to fall off,”
McCoy said.

Behind the research of ‘Beyond Common’

ANDRES MARTINEZ/ THE PROSPECTOR
Senior studio art major, Deven Mc Coy,w stands infront of his art work at the Fox Fine Arts Center.

Bauer also helped McCoy work
with different methods and new technologies combined them with already
existing art-making methods.
Among the methods that McCoy
used to create his artwork is the use of
3D printers and CNC routers, which
are computer-controlled cutting machines he used to create his relief
prints.
“Relief prints have been around
for centuries, but definitely not with
these recent technological advancements,” McCoy said. “Working with
these methods and technologies
that very few, if any, artists are currently taking advantage of was pretty
exciting.”
Professor Bauer also found the research project to be a challenge since
this represented the use of skills that
were out of his comfort zone.
“This grant demanded that I explore and investigate possibilities that
will undoubtedly have an impact on
my future teaching and personal artistic inquiries,” Bauer said.
For both McCoy and Bauer, doing
a research project represented an opportunity to create support and attention to the art field. Both worked in
the areas of knowledge, ability and
craft and creativity in order to achieve
the research goal.
“As artists, our research is based
on all three of these areas in obviously different percentages for each
endeavor,” Bauer said. “Continued
artistic research is critical, as it develops ideas and questions for future investigation, eliminates stagnation and
produces results.”
McCoy will be graduating this
spring. His plans are to continue doing art and partake in as many opportunities that he can.
“Attending graduate school is an
obvious choice, but it’s definitely not
the only one,” McCoy said.
Fernanda Leon may be reached at theprospectordaily.
ent@gmail.com.

SPECIAL TO THE PROSPECTOR
An exhibit featuring the design work of graduating graphic design seniors will open May 7 at the Glass Gallery at the Fox Fine Arts
Center. An opening reception will be held from 6 to 8 p.m. May 7 at the gallery.
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Best entertainment moments during spring 2015

2

1

3

ANDRES MARTINEZ, MICHAELA ROMAN/ THE PROSPECTOR
1. The UTEP Dinner Theater presented “Mary Poppins: The Musical.” 2. Cirque du Soleil’s “Varekai” came to the Don Haskins Center. 3. Enrique Iglesias and Pitbull brough their “Sex and Love” tour to the Don Haskins Center.
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UTEP students speak to high schoolers about the importance of education
JULIA HETTIGER
The Prospector
Student members of the many organizations at UTEP have been talking to high school students about the
importance of college with the goal of
motivating students to apply at places
of higher education.
These organizations inform students about financial aid, scholarships, getting involved on campus,
helping alleviate any fears and answer
any questions they may have.
Vanessa Soto, senior biological
sciences major and member of PeerLead Team Learning, said she has
done advanced tutoring and spoken
at high schools to help encourage students to attend college and be active
on campus.
“In high schools there is definitely
pressure on students who maintain
grades above a B to attend college,”
Soto said. “Scholarship opportunities
and college applications are shoved
down the throats of these students,
but they aren’t really informed well
on why they should care this much
about attending college.”
Soto also makes it a goal to speak
to struggling high school students because she said those students tend to
be neglected the most.
Although Soto advocates the importance of students attending college, she also makes it a point to explain that higher education is a huge
commitment.
“This first-hand advice could really
lead the right students on the right
path,” Soto said.
Soto said speaking to students has
helped her evolve as a student be-

cause it has changed her point of view
on college altogether.
“I think when you enter college,
you definitely have a selfish point of
view on life,” Soto said. “You strive to
move forward regardless of how it affects others.”
By speaking to high school students, she said she has realized that
it is okay to ask for help, and she
wants to share this message with high
school students.
“You yourself may need help every
now and then, but can’t find anyone
to help you out,” Soto said. “Giving
this opportunity to students that I did
not have, I feel has changed my view
on how to become successful in life in
some ways.”
Being a part of an organization has
also given Soto the opportunity to
speak to students and she said it is a
very rewarding experience that has
allowed her to make many friends.
Kimberly Vela, senior clinical laboratory science major, spoke to students with her department’s Early
College High School Success Center.
Vela said college students speaking to
high schoolers about the importance
of attending college has a great impact on the perspective of high school
students.
“First, it allows them to see that
college is an attainable goal regardless of socioeconomic background,”
Vela said. “Especially in the El Paso
region, where students may limit
their options because they may not
have all the means to finance a college
education.”
Vela said high school students who
see other students with similar backgrounds being going to college is a
big motivator. It also gives students

an idea of what career paths they can
follow.
“Personally, I didn’t even know
about my major before a UTEP student at a job fair informed me about
it,” Vela said. “It was because of this
experience, which he made seem like
a great one, that I decided to look into
it.”
She said talking to high school
students will hopefully motivate students to go to college.
“I hope that we have promoted
students to ask themselves questions
about the possibility of them attending college and what they can get out
of it,” Vela said.
Esperanza Candelaria, staff member of the World Leaders’ Council at
UTEP, said speaking to high school
students was impactful on students
pursuing their college education.
“I spoke to students at a school I
previously attended in a low-income
area,” Candelaria said. “It was mostly
teaching students that I did it and
they can too.”
Candelaria said that the goal of
speaking to the students was to encourage them to attend college even
if they think they cannot afford it because it is possible to still do so.
“We asked how many were attending college, and they raised their
hands, and we wanted them to continue knowing that they can,” Candelaria said.
Julia Hettiger may be reached at
theprospectordaily.ent@gmail.com.
Rumgay said the Gilman Scholarship and being able to study abroad
will help her in a number of ways.
“Studying in Turkey will ease my
fear so that I can pursue graduate
school and a career in humanitar-

ian development without any hesitation,” Rumgay said. “Students who are
willing to put in the time and effort,
certainly have the support and resources on campus to make studying
abroad with the Gilman Scholarship
a reality.”
This year’s awardees were April
Rumgay, who received $8,000 to
study in Turkey, Stephanie Arzate,
sophomore mechanical engineering

major who was awarded $4,000 to
study in Italy, and Lorna Bustillos,
who received $3,000 to study in Peru.
The scholarship was awarded for the
upcoming summer.
Julia Hettiger may be reached at theprospectordaily.
ent@gmail.com.
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Student entrepreneur builds recipe for success
BY VALERIE HERRERA
The Prospector
Eddie Flores, 28, stared out across
the piles of debris and dust with his
hands in his pockets as he watched
a portion of reconditioned shipping
containers neatly stacked on top of
each other transform into the Modern Hookah, located by the TI:ME
center at the Montecillo shopping
center in West El Paso.
With a sense of purpose, a plan of
action and the help of family, friends

and business partners, Flores, junior
business management major and
owner of Modern Hookah and Common Ground, decided to launch his
first business in 2011 when he was 24
-years -old.
“I’ve always wanted to own one
and owning two businesses is a huge
blessing, but also a lot of work,” Flores
said.
In 2011, Flores opened up his first
business, Modern Hookah, as a catering service located inside The Garden
restaurant at the Union Plaza. Since
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Modern Hookah is located by TI:ME at the Montecillo shopping center in West El Paso.
then, he gradually expanded into
other local clubs and bars within the
community.
“We consistently gained popularity,
and when the opportunity came for
us to open at TI:ME, we felt it was the
best opportunity for us to branch out
on our own,” Flores said.
Flores held the grand opening of
Modern Hookah inside TI:ME in
2014. The same year he decided to
open the doors to a second business,
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Common ground, a quaint craft beer
and wine bar located in East El Paso.
“Common Ground was an idea
my business partner and I had been
working on for months,” Flores said.
“It was risky deciding to open both
business within the same year, but is
a decision I don’t regret.”
Flores dreamed of starting his own
business, but did not wait until he
graduated to become an entrepreneur. He was motivated to launch his
own hookah business while still enrolled as a student in the undergraduate business program.
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/UTEPProspector

owning both locations is hard, but I
have great business partners and staff
that make my life so much easier,”
Flores said. “They help me keep my
drive to keep improving.”
Flores said going back to school
can offer valuable business insight. “I
regret not finishing school first, but
I know if I can achieve the success I
hope for, then I will be able to finish

By the end of the day,
if you are determined
and passionate about
something, then you will
surely make it.

school with a totally new perspective.”
Aside from obtaining his degree in
business, Flores also hopes to seek another degree in web design.
Flores plans to expand Modern
Hookah by adding an outdoor patio
to the space and launching a cloth-

- Eddie Flores
junior business
management major

Congratulations to:

“Having a full-time job and co-

ing line with the brand. He would
like to add a food menu to Common
Ground and participate in local beer

“Seeing other local people achieve
success motivated me to do more, so
I decided to leave school in an effort
to expand my business,” Flores said.
“My academics became to difficult to
manage when my main focus and energy, at the time, was set on launching
my business productively.”
While debating the benefits of finishing school versus starting his own
business, Flores decided to put his education on hold to pursue his dream
of entrepreneurship.
“It was a difficult decision to make,
but one that I don’t regret,” Flores
said.
While working as office manager
for Nationwide Insurance, Flores said
going to school and working another
day job was not easy when operating
a business at the same time, but it has
taught him how to make better decisions on how to spend his time.

and wine festivals.
With aspirations to stay and expand
as much as he can in the community,
Flores also hopes to meet with the
growing trend of owning a food truck.
“I am extremely happy to have made
the decisions I made and wouldn’t
change it for the world,” Flores said.
“By the end of the day, if you are determined and passionate about something, then you will surely make it.”
Valerie Herrera may be reached at theprospectordaily.
ent@gmail.com.
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Learning never stops, even after graduation
said. “That is something I feel will always help when being a professional
in any line of work.”
“A gallery of a cupcake shop would
be pretty funny but not out of the
question,” Sanchez said.
Sanchez said it is important to start
graduate school right away because if
he waited it would be harder for him
to go back to school.
“One study pretty much said that
once Hispanics leave school twice,
they do not come back,” Sanchez said.
“I am trying to be the exception and
show others that you can overcome

life’s adversity and finish school at any
time in your life. It is never too late
to finish school, no matter how many
times you need to go back.”

Fernanda Leon may be reached at theprospectordaily.

ent@gmail.com.

ANDRES MARTINEZ / THE PROSPECTOR
Gloria Almaguer, senior education major, studies while Bianca Martinez, junior media advertising major, looks over a travel book at the library.

BY FERNANDA LEON
The Prospector
Graduation day is approaching and
many students have been looking
forward to this day, the start of their
professional life, continuating on to
graduate school, or a long vacation
after all the years of studying.
Arely Camacho, senior media advertising major, is graduating this semester after being in college for more
than four years. Her plans are to take
a long vacation during the summer
and get to know many different places
in the world.
“I plan to travel out of the country
for about a month and maybe do an
au pair for three or four months,”
Camacho said.
She’s planning to do two stops: first
in Mexico and then a summer in
Europe.
Camacho will first be in Mexico
City, where she will attend a marketing conference. She plans to stay for a
week and later move on to Morelia, to
visit a friend.
In Europe, she plans on visiting the
Netherlands, Belgium, Hungary, and
attend a festival for a week.
“I have a friend who studied abroad
in Amsterdam and she is going back,
so I’m planning to join her on her
trip,” Camacho said. “I have never
been to that part of Europe and I’m
really curious about their culture.”
“If I get to do an au pair with a family, I expect to learn their lifestyle and
make it part of mine,” Camacho said.
“I like traveling with purpose, like
volunteering or working for bed and
food. You learn so much by helping
the community you are visiting.”
For Camacho, traveling is an important part of her life because she
believes that travel helps you discover
yourself and gives you the chance to
meet people from other parts of the
world. She also said traveling teaches
her to manage her money and it is
an activity with which she can get
inspiration.
“I love graphic design and I think is
really important for anyone in the arts
field to travel, there is so much inspiration out there,” Camacho said, who
also has a minor in graphic design.
For her future plans after graduation and traveling, Camacho is planning to move to Austin with her sister
and find a graphic design job and later
become an art director at an agency.

“I would also try to become a freelancer. I’m passionate about traveling
and I want to make it part of my life,
and being a graphic designer gives
you the freedom of being wherever
you want,” Camacho said. “I’m also
planning to get a certification for
teaching English to non-native speakers, which would also open me many
doors in other countries.”
On the other hand, many students
decide to go to graduate school right
after they graduate in order to fulfill
their professional goals.
Harry Sanchez, senior art major, is
one of many students who will start
graduate school right away.
“I was out of school for many years,
did not practice art and feel that I am
still far behind many of my peers as
well as other artists that are at my level of just entering the art world, and
there is much more knowledge I have
to gain as an artist in many areas,”
Sanchez said.

For his future as an artist, Sanchez
is planning to work with the Art Avenue for the next two years while he’s
in graduate school.
Sanchez also has a small business,
where he bakes cakes and cupcakes.
He plans to create edible artwork so
he can open a shop one day.
Showcasing his work in different
galleries and applying for different
grants are many of the activities that
Sanchez is planning to do while he’s
a graduate student. Studying abroad
is also another option that Sanchez is
contemplating.
“Seeing the way other people live
can always keep you grounded and
remind you to stay humble,” Sanchez
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Seeing the way other
people live can always
keep you grounded
and remind you to stay
humble.

- Harry Sanchez
senior
art major
Sanchez is planning to earn his
master’s degree at the University of
Cincinnati School of Design, Art,
Architecture and Planning in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sanchez was accepted into the
painting and drawing program of the
graduate school, but as a student, he
is not expected to only focus on those
areas.
“Once we are there, we are allowed
to and encouraged to make use of
all the facilities in all the different
studios,” Sanchez said. “I can see my
work being painting, but I will dip
into many different ways of creating
art.”
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"You get to make your own luck. 80% of
success in your career will come from just
showing up. The world is run by those who
show up...not those who wait to be asked."
–Steve Blank

"We do not need magic to change the world.
We carry all the power we need inside
ourselves already: we have the power to
imagine better."
–J.K. Rowling
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Floyd takes a chance on Dominic Artis
BY LUIS GONZALEZ

Artis was dismissed, along with

two other players, after two years

The Prospector

as a Oregon Duck because of an in-

On May 5, 2014 sophomore point

cident that took place on March 13,

guard Dominic Artis was suspended
by the University of Oregon basketball program because of his involvement in a forcible rape investigation.
Artis will be suiting up as a part of
the UTEP men’s basketball team next
season, Miner head coach Tim Floyd
announced.
“We did extensive research on

I believe he is a
good person and
is worthy of a
second chance.

prep school, we feel comfortable add-

ing a female student.
Because of a lack of evidence, none
of the three players involved were
charged. Still, the Lane County Dis-

occurred.”

gence, meeting with Dominic and his
Willms, who played with Dominic in

two teammates were accused of rap-

“there is no doubt the incidents

Floyd said. “Based on our due dili-

MICHAELA ROMAN / THE PROSPECTOR
Men’s basketball coach Tim Floyd announced the signing of Dominic Artis on Saturday, May 2.

NCAA Tournament, Artis and his

trict Attorney wrote in a statement,

Dominic’s history and character,”

parents, and the endorsement of Matt

2014. After a victory during the 2014

- Tim Floyd,
UTEP man’s basketball
head coachr

ing him to our team.”

It was not the first time the 6-foot-1
guard from California was in trouble
at Oregon.

see BASKETBALL on page B17

UTEP softball says goodbye to Tahla Wade
BY JASON GREEN
The Prospector

MICHAELA ROMAN / THE PROSPECTOR
UTEP Senior hurdler Anna-Kay James sprints to the finish line.

Anna-Kay James:
overcoming hurdles
BY JUAN CARLOS NAVARRETE
The Prospector
UTEP hurdler Anna-Kay James,
senior accounting major, has had
a challenging year to say the least.
Riddled with injury from the start,
her senior year has provided plenty
of physical and metaphorical hurdles, but her will to end her career
as a Miner on a high note remains.
Born in Kingston, Jamaica, James
has track and field in her blood. Her
mother, a hurdler like herself, is her
main drive and inspiration in the
sport.
“She was very good at track. She is
my biggest reason to keep running,”
James said. “Even when I feel like I

see TRACK on page B19

don’t want to run, she makes me
want to run.”
Although life on the track started
as a family affair for James, her excellence in the sport has provided
opportunities that have been the
key to her education. She received a
scholarship for hurdling that allowed
her to attend high school and then
another that took her to Lincoln
University.
“I realized I could be good at track
because it is something that has got
me to school,” James said.
Before coming to UTEP, James
spent some time was in Jefferson
City, Mo., competing in Division II.
While she was at Lincoln University
from 2012-2013, she was named an
All-American three times.

Tahla Wade is a traveler. She travelled from Chicago to El Paso, found
that she liked the campus and the
local people, at least enough to call
UTEP home for four years.
This season she spent a lot of time
traveling between first and second
base. She led the team in stolen bases,
while setting the UTEP single season
record with 17.
She is about to graduate and travel
back home, only to travel some more.
Her family is moving from her hometown of Chicago to St. Louis.
She has traveled a very long way
in her career at UTEP and may have
learned a few things about herself in
the process.
“I think just my will to work hard,”
said the soft-spoken Wade when
asked to what she attributes her dramatic improvement on the field during her four years at UTEP.
She also attributes the teams’ vast
improvement, as well as much of
her own, to head coach Tobin EchoHawk and staff.

“It’s just awesome to see how far

Coming into the 2015 season,

you can come with people giving you

Wade had a career .288 batting aver-

the tools that you need,” Wade said.

age at UTEP–definitely nothing to be

“Getting the confidence that you

ashamed of. This season, Wade fin-

need and knowing that you can really

ished with an outstanding .333, plac-

achieve anything as long as you work

ing her third on the team.

hard and you put your mind to it.”
Wade traveled from left field–where
she had played for first three years of

She just has the
powerful voice and
when she uses it
everybody just kind of
stops and looks at her
and follows her.

her UTEP career–to center field because the team needed her there. Just
like every move Wade has made, she
made the best of this one.
Echo-Hawk points to Wade’s tremendous speed when talking about
the transition.
“She’s the fastest kid we have and
she’s done a good job of working on
getting better reads,” Echo-Hawk

- Tobin Echo-Hawk,
UTEP softball coach

said. “That was her struggle last year,
but she’s done a fantastic job of using
her speed and just working with that.”
If the move affected Wade at all, it
would have been impossible for the
casual observer to tell.

Wade posted three triples this season giving her the career record for
triples at UTEP with nine.

see WADE on page B17

JASON GREEN / THE PROSPECTOR
Senior outfielder Tahla Wade slides into home during a game at the Helen of Troy Softball Complex.
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Softball just misses tournament berth
BY JASON GREEN
The Prospector
It is almost a shame to even mention the fact that UTEP missed the
Conference USA tournament for the
fifth consecutive year. It makes the
season sound as if it was a total loss.
That is far from the truth.

“We lost two seniors this year; both

had a huge impact on our team – offensively and defensively – so, those
will be some big shoes to fill,” Moreno
said. “But, we are all going to have to
step up and work twice as hard.”
The team’s immediate future will
be led by rising junior Kawehiokalani

Although a 14-39 record would

Netane. The Orlando native will be

probably be frowned upon by those

joined by Rasmason, Danielle Pear-

outside the program, someone who

son and Jade Rodriguez as the four

has been there all season can easily

seniors on next year’s team.

find the upside.
The team was only two wins away
from making it to the conference
tournament during head coach Tobin Echo-Hawk’s second season. A
boggling propensity for losing games
on the road, the team was 0-19 away
from home, costing the team a shot at

This season, Netane led the team in
most batting categories while nursing
an injured shoulder down the stretch.
A healthy Netane will be looking to
improve even more on her outstanding .357 average, eight home runs and
four triples.

the postseason.
One likely factor in the team’s road
woes could be the roster that only
contained two seniors, Ashley Eldridge and Tahla Wade.
The team was very young and may
have had trouble adjusting to being
away from home.
Another factor contributing to
the 25 game disparity is the fact that
Echo-Hawk scheduled what can only
be described as the hardest tourna-

It was a good
season. We
overcame a lot
of adversity and
showed true
resilience.

ment schedule that UTEP softball has
ever faced.

- Tobin Echo-Hawk,
UTEP softball
head coach

The Miners played four games
RUBY CERINO / THE PROSPECTOR
UTEP first baseman Courtney Clayton attempts to make a catch.

against ranked opponents in only
the first three weeks of the season. The team traveled around the

Three new players will return next

Southwest and to Hawaii during the

season looking to improve on a very

course of playing four early-season

good first season in the orange and

tournaments.

blue.

Almost every game was against opponents of a higher-caliber team.
Echo-Hawk is proud of the resilience that her young team showed
in playing a tough schedule and getting used to life in NCAA Division I
softball.
“It was a good season,” Echo-Hawk
said. “We overcame a lot of adversity
and showed true resilience.”
This year’s team was led by seniors
Eldridge and Wade. Eldridge – a pre-

Sophomore transfer Kiki Pepi fit in
nicely on her new team after coming
to UTEP from Pac-12 power Oregon
last offseason. Pepi batted .311 with
four home runs and 25 RBI.
Two freshmen played the majority
of UTEP’s games this season in the infield. Both took a little time to adjust
to college softball, but showed plenty
of what the team can look forward to
for the next three years.

season, all-conference selection – led

Taylor Sargent batted .232 while

the team with 37 runs batted in. The

playing an outstanding defensive first

Las Vegas native batted .340 with
eight home runs. Wade continued the
improvement that she has shown every season. Finishing the season with
a .333 average and 17 stolen bases
– playing almost every game as the
table setter in the leadoff spot.
Junior outfielder Morgan Rasma-

base. Courtney Clayton batted .305
with seven home runs and 30 RBI in
what could most likely be a C-USA
Newcomer of the Year award-winning season.
Despite a very disappointing end
to the season for two outstanding se-

son says that the two seniors have set

niors, the future looks bright for the

the young UTEP team up for future

Miners’ softball team. Echo-Hawk

success.

and staff continue to recruit well and

“Our seniors, Tahla and Ashley, left
our program with a solid foundation
for the years to come,” Rasmason said.
“I’m excited to see how much further
we can take it.”
Freshman infielder Hope Moreno
hopes that her team will rise to the
challenge of replacing such important
contributors to the team’s efforts.

train the players under their care to
be the best that they can be.
Despite the fact that this season
should not be considered a bad one,
Moreno may have said it best: “There’s
nowhere to go but up.”
Jason Green may be reached at theprospectordaily.
sports@gmail.com.
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“I understand where some may
be concerned—I have a daughter of
my own,” Floyd said. “This was not
a quick decision. A lot of research
and conversation occurred before we
chose to move forward.”
After his dismissal, Artis spent the
last year at Diablo Valley College in
Pleasant Hill, Calif., working out and
practicing—and waiting for a second
chance.
He did not participate in any
games, therefore he did not lose a year
of eligibility.
“I am grateful to coach Floyd for
giving me another opportunity, a
second chance,” Artis said. “I made a
mistake and used poor judgment, but
I have learned from this.”
He arrived at Oregon as a top-100
recruit in the nation in 2013. Artis
started 25 games as a freshman, including all three NCAA Tournament
games, leading to an appearance in
the Sweet 16. He was a key factor in
the Ducks winning 28 games that
year.
He lost the starting job his sophomore season, in part because of the
nine-game suspension. Artis started
six of the 16 games in which he saw
action that year.
During his two years in Eugene,
Ore., Artis averaged 6.4 points per
game, 2.7 assists, 2.1 rebounds per
game and 1.2 steals per game. His
career-high of 16 points came against
Portland State in 2012 and against
UTEP the same year, where he is
looking forward to playing again.
“I am excited about this opportunity at UTEP,” Artis said. “UTEP has
great fans and a tremendous gameday atmosphere.”
Artis is still regarded as an elite,
pure point guard—something UTEP
has not had for a while.
His addition to the program comes
at a good time as well. The Miners’
starting point guard last season, C.J.
Cooper, is graduating and his replacement, freshman Omega Harris, might
be better suited playing off the ball.
The Miners will also be without this
year’s leading scorer Vince Hunter
and graduating senior and top defender Julian Washburn, who are
both headed to the NBA draft.
Artis’ ability to score and defend
fills a need for Floyd and his staff,
but his off-the-court issues will make
more than a few fans uneasy.
Floyd and the Miners have had
plenty of experience with off-thecourt discipline over the past few
years. In early 2014, UTEP dismissed
leading scorer junior McKenzie
Moore, Jalen Ragland and Justin
Crosgile due to gambling.
Floyd has taken chances with players like Artis before, because it’s one
of the few ways smaller schools like
UTEP can bring in major talent.
Floyd is hoping this time it will work
out.
“I believe he is a good person and
is worthy of a second chance,” Floyd
said. “I believe he will make the most
of his opportunity here at UTEP.”

Echo-Hawk enjoyed the luxury of
having a burner like Wade at the top
of the batting order.
“It’s not just her speed, but if you
ever watch her when she’s safe at
first, she’s just one of the most excited
people to be out there and excited that
she got on for her team,” Echo-Hawk
said. “It’s one of those where not only
does she get on and set the table for
us, she also has that speed threat so
we may steal her and not waste that
sacrifice.”
As Wade travelled through her time
at UTEP, she also found her voice. She
is typically very soft spoken, but get
her on the softball field and she can
crank it up.
“I think, at first, she was a leader by
example,” Echo-Hawk said. “As the
year has progressed she’s really come
out of her comfort zone and become a
little bit more of a vocal... She just has
the powerful voice and when she uses
it everybody just kind of stops and
looks at her and follows her.”
Freshman infielder Courtney Clayton was one of those who found
herself instinctually following the
leadership of the experienced Wade.
Clayton says that Wade’s example in
leadership will help her throughout
her college career.

Luis Gonzalez may be reached at theprospectordaily.
sports@gmail.com.

FILE PHOTO / THE PROSPECTOR
Outfielder Tahla Wader holds the UTEP softball record for most career triples.

“(She has taught me) to be more of
a vocal leader,” Clayton said. “That’s
never been my thing, to talk, and
seeing her and how she gets everyone riled up really makes me want to
communicate with everyone on the
field.”
Wade does not know where she will
ultimately end up. She does know that
there is travelling in her future. She
also wants her teammates to know
that no matter where she goes, she
will be keeping an eye on the Miners’
softball team.
Wade sees big things in store for the
team—including a Conference USA
tournament berth—which the team
just missed out on this season.
“I think that this program is going
to be a force to be reckoned with,”
Wade said as her voice began to crack.
“We’ve been overlooked for so long
and we’re starting to make a name for
ourselves.”
Wade continues to refer to the team
as “us” and “we,” reinforcing the fact
that she truly believes what she said
while fighting back tears.
“Once a Miner, always a Miner.”
Jason Green may be reached at theprospectordaily.
sports@gmail.com.
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Best sports moments in Spring 2015

1

2

3

4
ANDRES MARTINEZ, MICHAELA ROMAN / THE PROSPECTOR
1. UTEP track and field hosted three meets at Kidd Field. 2. Against Louisiana Tech on Feb. 27,
the UTEP women’s basketball team scored 88 points, their highest point total at home. 3. The
UTEP men’s basketball team held Old Dominion to just 47 points on Feb. 14 at the Don Haskins.
4. The El Paso Chihuahuas started their second season with a 13-8 record in April.
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TRACK from page B15
After her time in Missouri, James
made the jump to Division I and
landed in the borderland looking
for better competition and bigger
accomplishments.
Now in her second year at UTEP,
James has continued to perform at a
high level, despite the increased competition. In 2014 she was part of the
4x400-meter relay team that took first
place at the Conference USA Indoor
Championships. During the outdoor
season, she received two NCAA honorable mentions for her showing at
the NCAA Championships in the
100-meter and 4x100-meter hurdles.
James may be having a challenging
year, dealing with a knee injury that
has bothered her all season, but she
has still found a way to get results on
the track. This year, during the indoor
season, James aided the women’s team
to the program’s first-ever conference
championship. At the Conference
USA Championships in Birmingham,
Ala., James received a silver medal in
the 60-meter hurdles.
Dealing with the challenges has
been easier because of the support
James finds in assistant coach, Lacena
Golding Clarke.
“Anna is a very good athlete–she
has struggled this year because of injury,” Clarke said. “Hopefully she can
get through it and qualify for regionals and end her year well.”
Qualifying to regionals is not impossible. As of now, she is qualified
and a place at regionals would be secured with a strong showing at home
during the Conference USA Championships. Only five runners are behind
her and even if she does not run her
best time, she might qualify.
Returning and competing at the
national level is not the only goal in
mind for James. Achieving All-Amer-

ican status, like she once did at the
Division II level, is also in her sights.
“To qualify to regionals and then go
to nationals–if I end in the top eight
then I’m an All American,” James
said.
The fact that her collegiate career
is coming to a close makes these next
few weeks of competition special for
James. She is hoping to make them
even more significant by having a
special fan come to the conference
championships at Kidd Field.
“I am trying to get her (mother)
over here as a surprise,” James said. “I
want her to be here since it is my last
conference (meet).”
Her coaches are also pushing her
to end her career on a good note
and relying on her to help the team
repeat what they did during the indoor season. James will play a big role
in UTEP’s search for a second- consecutive Women’s Conference USA
Championship.
“She is an example for the other
girls,” said track and field head coach
Mika Laaksonen. “They look to her
and she is an example for them.”
James has plans to continue her
track career after she graduates. She
would like to continue her professional track career before starting her
career.
“I want to keep running after I am
done running here,” James said. “I
want to continue after I am done and
then become an accountant or own
my own accounting firm.”
The track team will have 16 seniors run at home for the conference championship. The Conference
USA Championship will be held
at Kidd Field on May 14. For James
and the rest of the team, it may be a
last chance for the team to finish as a
winner.
Juan Carlos Navarrete can be reached at
theprospectordaly.sports@gmail.com.
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Senior Anna-Kay James is recognized during the Springtime Invitational at Kidd Field.
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INBRIEF
WOMEN’S GOLF
Senior golfer Camino Sardinero was voted into the All-Conference USA first team by the league’s head coaches.
Sardinero is having a career year after becoming just the third player in UTEP history to earn a spot in the NCAA Regionals.
The native of Villanueva De La Cañada will be one of 24 individuals selected to compete in the NCAA Division I Women’s Golf Regional Championships. The tournament will take place in San Antonio at the Briggs Ranch Golf Club on May 7 to 9.
The San Antonio Regional is one of four regionals in which the best six teams, plus the top three individuals not on those teams will
advance to the NCAA Women’s Golf Championships May 22 to 27 at Concession Golf Club in Bradenton, Fla.
Sardinero leads the Miners for the third year in a row with a career-low scoring average of 74.2 this season. She finished third at
the Conference USA Championship, played in Fort Myers, Fla. on April 20-22 after shooting a career-low 209. She was also named
to the All-Tournament Team.

MEN’S GOLF

Senior men’s golfer Martin Simonsen was selected to play in one of the six NCAA Regional tournaments to take place next week
around the country. The Denmark native will be in Lubbock, TX. at the Rawls Course May 14 to 16 competeing for a spot in the
NCAA Championships.
Simonsen has finished among the top 10 in four different tournaments, while averaging a career-low 71.8 strokes per round during
the 2014-15 season. Simonsen finished fifth at the Conference USA Championships held in Texarkana, Ark. from April 26 to 29,
where he shot an even par.
The Lubbock regional will host 12 teams including schools like Texas, Texas Tech, Auburn, North Florida, California, Houston, Louisville and Duke.
The top five teams and the top five individuals on one of those teams will advance to the National Championship Tournament.
Simonsen has played at the NCAA Regional tournament twice prior to this year. He finished 27th in 2012 and 12th in 2014.
The NCAA Championships will be in Bradenton, Fla. from May 21 to 28.

